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UrBin RL60
versatile, reliable
and powerful
Just like the Swiss army knife, the new generation UrBin RL60
is the pinnacle of utility, design and reliability.

Versatility
Best-in-class performance
Long term reliability
100% Australian made

12 MONTHS
FREE SERVICING*
USE CODE BMSERV12 when purchasing
this unit. Offer valid until June 30th 2022.
Terms & Conditions Apply
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About the Cover
Bucher Municipal has grown to become Australia’s leading
manufacturer of high performance, high quality collection,
compaction, vacuum tanker and sweeping equipment.
Now, as the company celebrates 70 years in Australia, Bucher
Municipal is marking the milestone anniversary with an
innovative new rear loader collection vehicle and a continued
commitment to Australian manufacturing.
Turn to Page 10 for the full story.

EDITORS COLUMN

The times they are a-changin’...
Dear Readers,
While I must admit to not really being that much
of a fan of the great Nobel Prize-winning poet,
lyricist and performer Bob Dylan, or for that matter
60s protest songs, when pondering the content of
this editorial, the title of this truly classic protest
song from 1964 (the year of my birth) seemed
absolutely appropriate.
Oddly enough, having thought of the song title,
I went off to listen to the song for the first time in
decades and thanks to the wonders of YouTube,
was also able to view the lyrics as I listened.
And while I feel certain that Bob Dylan was not
thinking about some of the challenges currently
facing 2021/2022 planet earth, to say that the that
lyrics are eerily appropriate would be a massive
understatement!
Indeed, reflecting on these lyrics with the
benefit of late-2021 hindsight, it wouldn’t be a
stretch to suggest that they relate directly to the
challenges of climate change and are a portent of
what is to come. Perhaps less surprisingly – given
the nature of 60s protest songs – they also mirror
the younger generation’s call to ‘the establishment’
to heed their warnings and change their ways.
Those of you who are familiar with the song will
know exactly what I mean. For those of you who
are not, I heartily recommend watching the official
clip on YouTube with the Closed Captions feature
showing the lyrics.
But, I digress… (that can happen with me when
it comes to music!)
Change, it is said, is one of the three certainties
in life – together with death and taxes.
Much has changed in the 48 years that
have passed since WWM magazine was first
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published, particularly when it comes to matters
of environmental management. A fact that is also
reflected in the full title of this publication and,
more tellingly, its content matter.
When WWM launched in 1973, its full title
was “Waste Disposal and Water Management
in Australia”. At the time, it was Australia’s only
professional publication solely dedicated to waste
and water management. Indeed, it was one of only
a very small handful of such publications to be
found anywhere in the world.
As the years progressed and our readership
and content matter expanded – reflecting both the
introduction of recycling, organics processing,
improved water and wastewater treatment, and an
ever-increasing level of interest in all matters of
environmental management – the word ‘Disposal’
was removed from the title. But the changes
haven’t stopped there.
Over the past decade, regular readers will have
also noticed a significant expansion of the subject
matter covered by WWM. From renewable energy,
emissions reductions and climate change, though
to electric vehicles, the circular economy and the
built environment, we have actively expanded our
content offering in an effort to reflect what we
believe is the fundamental interconnectedness
of all aspects of environmental management. An
approach, I might add (with the highest level of
humility I can muster) which has proven extremely
successful… especially in terms of the massive
growth in readership and engagement that has
occurred across that time.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the past three years
have delivered particularly strong growth for us
in the digital/online arena, both in terms of digital
subscriptions and online engagement through our

web portal and across our social media channels.
So much so in fact, that our digital readership
now outnumbers our print readership at a ratio of
over 20:1!
And it is with that in mind, that I am proud to
announce the next major milestone in WWM’s
journey, viz: This issue will be the last ever printed
edition of WWM magazine.
From 2022 – to coincide with its 48th birthday
celebrations – WWM magazine will move to a
fully digital offering, comprising regular online
news, both through the web portal and across
our social media channels, and as a quarterly
digital publication distributed completely FREE
OF CHARGE to our many tens of thousands of
subscribers across Australia and around the world.
Sure, it is a major change… but it is one which
we feel not only best reflects the incredibly strong
growth in our digital readership and engagement,
but perhaps most importantly, also reflects the
‘best practice’ environmental and sustainability
choices for which we have, and always will,
continue to advocate.
That said, all that remains is for me is to thank
you all for your ongoing support, and invite those
of you who may have not yet made the change to
digital, to join us for our continued journey online
at: https://www.epcgroup.com/magazines/wwmmagazine and SUBSCRIBE FOR FREE by clicking on
the SUBSCRIBE tab.

Anthony T Schmidt
Managing Editor
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DESIGNED & BUILT

OWNED

TOUGH

A proud Australian-owned family business, Garwood International has been at the
forefront of specialised waste collection & compaction equipment design and
manufacture for over 40 years, providing high quality, innovative equipment solutions to
meet the needs of even the most challenging operating environments.
• Rear, Side & Front Loading compaction units
• Single and split-body collection vehicles from 4m2 to 33.5m2
• VWS Enviroweigh bin weighing equipment for refuse vehicles
Built tough to suit Australian conditions, Garwood International has built its reputation on delivering
high quality, innovative equipment - with ground-breaking designs and smart solutions that can
change the way you think about your collection services.

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM:
NSW, ACT & WA
Tony Miller 0429 444 451
tony@garwoodinternational.com.au

VIC, TAS & SA
Ian Pinney 0409 905 451
ian@garwoodinternational.com.au

www.garwoodinternational.com.au
QLD & NT
Daniel McHugh 0407 789 370
daniel@garwoodinternational.com.au

NEW ZEALAND
Reece McCrystal 0413 751 292
reece@garwoodinternational.com.au

INDUSTRY NEWS

From kerbside to tram stop: Recycled plastics
will soon feature in Melbourne's tram platforms
Recycled plastics from kerbside waste will
be used to create innovative modular tram
stops, making Melbourne’s tram network
more sustainable, accessible for people with
disabilities and less disruptive to maintain
and develop.
This project was recently awarded
$300,000 by the Recycling Victoria Research
and Development Fund – Materials and
is delivered by Sustainability Victoria on
behalf of the Victorian Government, as
part of Recycling Victoria. The project is a
partnership between Monash University’s
Institute of Railway Technology, Yarra Trams,
Integrated Recycling and Advanced Circular
Polymer.
The Development of Next Generation Tram
Stop Platforms Using Recycled Materials
project will develop ways to turn recycled
plastics into modular components that are
‘fit-for-purpose’ for the construction of future
tram stop platforms across Melbourne.
Melbourne’s tram network is the largest in
the world consisting of 24 routes, stretching
250 kilometres with more than 1,750 tram
stops. Future-proofing tram stop platforms
with this innovative modular design, which
incorporates hollow drainage features, will
not only promote environmental sustainability,
but improve constructability with minimal
disruption to traffic, less impact by severe
flash flooding events and ensure greater
accessibility for those living with a disability.
Director of the Monash Institute of Railway
Technology, Professor Ravi Ravitharan said
the project will identify how reinforced
recycled plastics can be used effectively to
construct a modular platform that can be
rolled out on a large scale.
4
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“Our team of researchers will look at
a number of suitable options of recycled
materials that can be manufactured into a
prototype which will then be trial assembled
and load tested at the Institute of Railway
Technology laboratories,” said Professor
Ravitharan.
“The development will consider recycled
rubber for damping components as well
as reinforcement options to achieve the
intended design concept.”
The project is an interdisciplinary
collaboration between Monash University
researchers from the Faculty of Engineering,
Faculty of Arts, Monash University Accident
Research Centre and Monash Art, Design
and Architecture with Monash Institute of
Railway Technology.
“This partnership with the Monash
University Institute of Railway Technology
is just one example of how Yarra Trams
is working to make our operations more
environmentally friendly. From all our trams
being powered by one of Victoria’s largest
solar farms, to recycled materials being
utilised in infrastructure projects across the
network, to the ongoing installation of solar
panels and energy efficient lighting in our
depots, we’re playing our part to create a
greener and more sustainable Melbourne,”
said Yarra Trams’ Chief Executive Julien
Dehornoy.
Integrated Recycling, creators of the
Duratrack railway sleeper, will manufacture
and trial modular elements of tram stop
platforms for testing and prototyping
purposes.
“We’re delighted to collaborate in the
development of future tram stops that will

recognise the value in repurposing waste
plastics in infrastructure applications. By
incorporating waste plastics into the concept
design, we hope to achieve maximum
benefits,” said General Manager Stephen
Webster.
Advanced Circular Polymer, an industry
leader in innovative plastics recycling
technology, will supply the recycled
plastic mix recovered from kerbside
waste collections that will be used for the
production of the base material in the tram
stop platforms.
“This collaboration will explore new
research and development to add value
to recycled plastics through new product
innovations. Developing new valueadded recycled products with advanced
manufacturing is essential for the recycling
sector to create demand and secure the
supply chain for recycled plastics,” said
Managing Director Harry Wang.
The project outcome will be to deliver a
circular economy framework involving a
complete supply chain of recycled materials.
The partnership between the Monash
Institute of Railway Technology and local
industry partners from supply to end use
will deliver innovative commercial and
environmental impacts.
This will not only offer alternative solutions
for tram stop platforms, but also create
an awareness of the application of these
materials into other industries such as
railway platforms, bridges, domestic decking
and level crossing panels.
To learn more about this project and
Monash Institute of Railway Technology,
please visit: https://www.monash.edu/irt

CAWRA Appoints
Visy to operate
Kilburn MRF

Pictured: Rebekah Schubert (Executive Officer,
CAWRA), Mark Withers (CEO, City of Port Adelaide
Enfield), Dean Taylor (State Operations Manager
SA, Visy Recycling), Angela Evans (Mayor, City of
Charles Sturt), Paul Sutton (CEO, City of Charles
Sturt) and Claire Boan (Mayor, City of Port Adelaide
Enfield).

Central Adelaide Waste and Recycling
Authority (CAWRA) has appointed Visy
Recycling as the operator for its new stateof-the-art Material Recovery Facility (MRF)
in Kilburn, South Australia.
“Visy Recycling is Australia’s largest and
most experienced recycling company,”
said Rebekah Schubert, CAWRA Executive
Officer.
“They bring not only their knowledge and
expertise in running recycling plants, but
also their extensive network of Australian
reprocessing facilities to recycle everything
from paper and cardboard, to a wide range
of plastics and glass.”
CAWRA’s $23.2m facility will initially
receive recyclables from household
kerbside recycling bins from City of Charles
Sturt; City of Port Adelaide Enfield; City of
West Torrens; Mount Barker District Council;
and Rural City of Murray Bridge
“Our goal is to build the local circular
economy by prioritising local markets. We’d
prefer to recycle it here,” said Rebekah.

Under the new arrangement, CAWRA and
Visy will work together to channel South
Australia’s recyclables back into the South
Australian manufacturing economy. Paper
and cardboard processed at the facility will
be used as feedstock for Visy’s recycled
paper mills to go into new food and beverage
packaging.
“It means we will always have somewhere
for our recycling to go, right here in Australia
and, we will keep this local, in South
Australia, at every opportunity to help grow
our local circular economy,” said Rebekah.
“Visy is delighted to be working so closely
with CAWRA, and will transition all of our
South Australian recycling operations to
CAWRA’s brand new state-of-the-art facility,”
said Wayne Russell, Visy’s Executive General
Manager for Recycling.
“This new facility will mean we can take
the contents of local residents’ kerbside
recycling bins and turn it back into new
packaging, again and again and again,”
he said.

LEADER IN

CABLE AND
CONNECTIVITY

SOLUTIONS

LAPP’s comprehensive range of
German-engineered cables, connectors,
and accessories for water and wastewater
applications delivers uncompromising
product quality, and robust solutions that
can withstand even the toughest conditions,
backed by local customer and technical
expertise.

INDUSTRY NEWS

CAWRA’s new MRF has been designed
with the latest in optical sorting technology to
produce clean commodities ideal for developing
local markets. Its design future-proofs South
Australia’s kerbside recycling sector, with a
strong focus on reducing fire risk.
A dedicated education room and elongated
viewing platform allows for safe first-hand
observation of the entire recycling process,
making the centrally located MRF a ‘destination
of choice’ for tours and school visits.
CAWRA is grateful for the support of
the Government of South Australia and
the Commonwealth Government towards
the establishment of the new facility with
$4.36 million in funding assistance provided
to date. CAWRA also acknowledges the
work of Pascale Construction and Wastech
Engineering in the design and construction
of the new facility.

ÖLFLEX® CLASSIC 110 BLACK 0.6/1 kV
Power cable with UV resistance for a wide range of applications

ÖLFLEX® VSD ULTRA SCREEN
Double EMC screening for 100% screen coverage, .6/1kV rated voltage

OLFLEX INSTRUM RE-Y(ST)Y SWA
Armoured & overall screened instrumentation cable with a UV resistant sheath

UNITRONIC® BUS SWA
Steel Wire Armoured PROFIBUS cable for use indoor & outdoor

ETHERLINE® ROBUST
Industrial ethernet cable for use in harsh conditions and food & beverage

lappaustralia.com.au
sales@lappaustralia.com.au
1800 931 559

Make the right connection with LAPP Australia
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Investing in Australia's net zero future
The Australian Renewable Energy Agency
(ARENA) recently launched its new
Investment Plan that sets out how ARENA
will support technological innovation that
will underpin Australia’s shift to net zero
emissions.
In line with the Australian Government’s
Low Emission Technology Roadmap, under
the new investment strategy, ARENA funding
will be directed towards projects that:
• optimise the electricity transition,
including energy storage, large scale grid
integration, flexible demand and further
reducing the cost of renewable electricity
generation;
• commercialise clean hydrogen for both
domestic and export applications; and
• support the transition to low emissions
aluminium and steel.
ARENA will also be exploring opportunities
to scale up Carbon Capture and Storage
(CCS) and reduce the cost of soil carbon
measurement technologies.
ARENA CEO Darren Miller said the
new priorities take into account the key
technologies and sectors where ARENA can
have a real impact and where Australia can
benefit in the shift to net zero emissions.
“We are at the beginning of a critical
decade for Australia and the world as
we make the investments required to
reduce emissions in line with international
6
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commitments. To get to net zero, we need
to invest today in the technologies that are
going to transform our energy system and
our economy in the years to come. Our
new priorities are focussed on the next
generation of energy technologies that will
position Australia as a leader in a net zero
world,” he said.
“We need to utilise Australia’s abundant
sun and wind resources to produce, use
and supply renewable energy. We need
to optimise this transition through energy
storage, large scale grid integration, flexible
demand and further reducing the cost of
solar and wind.
“We’ve already committed over $160
million in hydrogen, but we need to continue
to grow a clean hydrogen industry and export
market as this is still in its infancy.
“We also need to support the aluminium
and steel industry to transition, whether
through electrification, hydrogen or
new alternatives in order to improve the
competitiveness and emissions intensity of
our heavy industries.
“Finally, we will be looking to scale up
CCS and reduce the cost of soil carbon. As
these are new areas for ARENA, we’ll be
consulting with industry and researchers
to develop our approach to these
technologies,” he said.
ARENA will also deliver budget programs

including the Future Fuels Fund, the Industrial
Energy Transformation Studies Program, the
Regional Australia Microgrid Pilots Program,
the Freight Efficiency Assistance Grants and
Freight Energy Productivity Trial Program.
Since 2012, ARENA has provided $1.77
billion in funding to more than 600 renewable
energy projects with a total project value of
$7.75 billion. ARENA has supported projects
across the innovation chain from R&D to
world-first commercial scale projects, and
supports researchers and start ups through
to major Australian companies across the
country. Last year, ARENA was renewed for
a further decade with $1.62 billion in funding.
“ARENA is a true success story and
pioneer of Australia’s energy transition.
With our support, we’ve seen incredible
innovation across solar, batteries, pumped
hydro, bioenergy, electric vehicles,
distributed energy, hydrogen and microgrids
to name but a few,” Mr Miller said.
“With renewed funding and an expanded
mandate, we are looking forward to
continuing to work with Australian
businesses and researchers to accelerate
technological innovation to support
Australia’s energy transition and to address
the challenges of reducing emissions.”
To view ARENA’s new Investment Plan and
Corporate Plan, please visit:
https://arena.gov.au

Mobile Media Blasting - Wet & Dry

• Specialising in Concrete preparation for
Carbon Fibre application
• Abrasive & Non Abrasive Blasting
• Paint, rust & contaminant removal from
many substrates
• Line marking removal
• Compact machinery for easy access
• Low media usage which means less
environmental issues with containment
and dust
• Suitable for confined space blasting

Recycling Near You celebrates 15 years
of helping Australians recycle right
The Planet Ark managed platform Recycling Near You is Australia’s
first and most comprehensive database of recycling and reuse
information for households, helping almost 1.8 million people find
reuse and recycling information in the last year.
Recycling Near You was originally started in 2006 with a grant from
the Australian Government and by the end of that year it contained
waste and recycling information for all Australian councils. By 2010,
the platform had also added non-council recycling options such as
product stewardship schemes and other organisations.
In the last ten years the platform has grown fourfold, increasing
from 400,000 users and 1.2 million pageviews in 2010-11 to 1.8 million
users and 4.1º million pageviews in 2020-21.
“We’re proud to have helped millions of Australians find reuse
and recycling solutions for items that would have otherwise gone to size
landfill,” Planet Ark CEO Paul Klymenko said.
“Improvements such as merging the residential and commercial
recycling search function and making it mobile device friendly have
made Recycling Near You an information hub for all Australians,
whether an individual or business.”
With the number of searches being carried out via the platform
now numbering in the millions each year, the platform provides a
snapshot of the recycling information Australians are seeking most
often. In the last 12 months, clothing/textiles and e-products have
been the most frequently searched items by those seeking reuse or
recycling options.

Recent Carbon Fibre preparation projects • The Glen Shopping Centre Mt Waverley
• 161 Collins Street Melbourne

1300 240 337
www.enviroblast.net.au

of ad .... 88mm x 135 mm

MD200

SEWAGE BYPASS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Top 10 Items Searched (pageviews):
6.
Clothing/textiles (238,408)
7.
Computers (170,630)
8.
Whitegoods (114,876)
9.
Batteries (111,699)
10.
Paper-cardboard (103,910)

Polystyrene (96,024)
Electrical appliances (86,459)
Mattresses (88,178)
X-rays (78,467)
Printer cartridges (76,360)

The platform also hosts information on product stewardship
schemes for products ranging from computers and printer cartridges
to mobile phones and paint. Over 200,000 people looked for recycling
options for computers and televisions in the last year alone.
Top 5 Product Stewardship Searches:
1. Computers (170,630)
4. Televisions (53,826)
2. Batteries (111,699)
5. Mobile phones (51,411)
3. Printer cartridges (76,360)
Recycling Near You is updated regularly by the Planet Ark
Information Centre team to ensure the accuracy of council recycling
information. The program is made possible with thanks to sponsors
Gumtree Australia, MobileMuster, Nespresso, Officeworks, Paintback
and Tetra Pak. For more information or to use the service, visit:
www.recyclingnearyou.com.au
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TRASH PUMP ... DIRTY WATER SPECIALIST
Self priming to 7m ... fast, easy set up
Flows to 4,200 lpm
28HP Kubota diesel engine
Skid or trailer mount options

Aussie Pumps
Australian Pump Industries

02 8865 3500

www.aussiepumps.com.au
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Is the circular economy transition fast enough?
A recent survey by global independent
assurance and risk management provider
DNV and the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD) reveals
that circular economy is rising on corporate
agendas across geographies.
Despite the growing attention that the
circular economy is gaining in the public
domain, for many legislators and companies,
the shift to business models that design
waste out of the system seems to progress
more slowly.
“So far, growing stakeholder and
regulatory pressures such as the EU Circular
Economy Action Plan adopted in March 2020
do not seem to have impacted the transition
speed significantly,” says Luca Crisciotti,
CEO in Supply Chain & Product Assurance
in DNV.
“With only 5.9% of the companies indicating
a leading approach coupled with the limited
uptake of business model innovation, there is
much left to be done before we reach a state
of true circular economy required to shift from
a linear take-make-waste industrial model
to significantly impact our UN Sustainable
Development Goals.”
The ViewPoint Survey “Circular Economy.
How are companies transitioning” shows
that companies focus more on process
and product innovation, such as resource
recovery (30.3%) or product life extension
(39.6%). Fewer have moved into more
advanced business models innovations
such as product as a service (17.6%) and
sharing platforms (12.5%). Most companies
experience cost savings (57.2%) as a main
8
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benefit, which is not surprising given the
focus on existing processes and products.
“While the private sector’s commitment to
circularity is clear, external communications
for their efforts are inconsistent in scope and
barometer used. As investors, customers
and regulators increasingly request
information on circular performance, those
companies equipped to measure, monitor
and improve their circularity stand to capture
the most value and showcase their true
leadership,” says Brendan Edgerton, Circular
Economy Director WBCSD.
The fact that only 24.7% determine
initial level (baseline) of circularity before
implementing initiatives, while 26.7% set
specific goals and targets and 19.8%
have identified performance indicators
poses a significant barrier to progress.
Identifying the successful initiatives to
scale and communicating transparently
on performance becomes infinitely
harder without proper metrics. This is not
aided by a total of 65.6% using their own
circular measurement framework rather
benchmarked frameworks designed by
established organisations like the WBCSD
and Ellen McArthur Foundation.
“Customers and consumers increasingly
require sustainability claims and performance
to be well-founded and transparent.
Results seem to indicate that performance
communication and digital solution
application is limited,” Luca Crisciotti.
“Here we see is a huge potential to take
advantage of existing solutions, building
necessary stakeholder and consumer

engagement and trust by combining verified
metrics with blockchain-enabled track and
trace applications,” Mr Crisciotti added.
The ViewPoint Survey “Circular Economy.
How are companies transitioning” was
conducted in March-April 2021. Respondents
include 793 customers of Business
Assurance in DNV across different industries
in Europe, North America, Central & South
America and Asia.

ABOUT DNV
DNV is an independent assurance and risk management
provider, operating in more than 100 countries. Through
its broad experience and deep expertise DNV advances
safety and sustainable performance, sets industry
standards, and inspires and designs solutions.
For further information, please visit: www.dnv.com

ABOUT WBCSD
WBCSD (World Business Council for Sustainable
Development )is a global, CEO-led organization of over
200 leading businesses working together to accelerate
the transition to a sustainable world. We help make our
member companies more successful and sustainable
by focusing on the maximum positive impact for
shareholders, the environment and societies.
Our member companies come from all business sectors
and all major economies, representing a combined
revenue of more than USD $8.5 trillion and 19 million
employees. Our global network of almost 70 national
business councils gives our members unparalleled reach
across the globe.
Since 1995, WBCSD has been uniquely positioned to
work with member companies along and across value
chains to deliver impactful business solutions to the most
challenging sustainability issues. Together, we are the
leading voice of business for sustainability: united by our
vision of a world where more than 9 billion people are
all living well and within the boundaries of our planet,
by 2050.
For further information, please visit: www.wbcsd.org

THE ACRS DIFFERENCE

üIndependent

ACRS is a steel certification scheme for steel users, and
independent of product suppliers. So you know ACRS is
working for you;

üExpert

All ACRS auditors and technical staff are qualified and
experienced in the manufacture of the materials ACRS
certifies. So with ACRS you know certified materials have
been audited and approved by people who understand them;

üComprehensive

ACRS certifies all steel products, from all manufacturing
locations to all scheme standards. So with ACRS you know all
listed products are covered, not just some;

üRigorous

ACRS audits every major site at least once every year. So with
ACRS you know certificates are up to date;

üVerified

During every audit, ACRS takes samples at random from
standard production and checks production data every
three-months. So with ACRS you know supplied materials are
assessed regularly;

üContinuous

ACRS uses only selected laboratories to ensure accurate results
independent of the supplier, and matches these with the
supplier’s production data to monitor the supplier’s consistency.

www.steelcertification.com

Ph: (02) 9965 7216 | E: info@steelcertification.com
ABN: 40 096 692 545
ACRS - Independent, Expert Third Party Certification & Verification of Reinforcing, Prestressing
and Structural Steels for Compliance with Australian and New Zealand Standards
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70 YEARS ON AND

GOING STRONG
Bucher Municipal celebrates 70 years of history in Australia with new
product and a continued commitment to Australian manufacturing

A far cry from its humble beginnings in suburban Melbourne in 1951 as JD MacDonald Engineering
Company Pty Ltd, Bucher Municipal has grown to become Australia’s leading manufacturer of high
performance, high quality collection, compaction, vacuum tanker and sweeping equipment.
Now, as the company kicks off celebrations marking 70 years in Australia, Bucher Municipal is
marking the milestone anniversary with an innovative new rear loader collection vehicle and a
continued commitment to Australian manufacturing.
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hile very few Australian
companies - particularly
those involved in heavy
manufacturing – are
fortunate enough to achieve such a
milestone, Bucher Municipal continues to go
from strength-to-strength, with continued
success and growth across Australia and
New Zealand. And despite the fact that
recent decades have seen a massive decline
in Australian manufacturing on the whole,
it’s clear that Bucher Municipal’s Australianbased manufacturing capabilities continue
to play a key role in the company’s ongoing
success.
David Waldron, Managing Director, Bucher
Municipal Australia, commented: “Even
though much has changed in the 70 years
that have passed since the company first
commenced operations in Australia, for us,
two key constants have remained: a strong
emphasis on producing innovative products
that meet the clients’ needs; and, perhaps
most importantly, an unwavering commitment
to quality Australian manufacturing.”
“From the earliest days when JD
MacDonald Engineering Company started
out producing residential and commercial
incinerators in Melbourne, right through the
MacDonald Johnson era, and now as Bucher
Municipal, manufacturing has always been at
the core of the company’s DNA.”
“Put simply, our success is, and has always
been built on working with customers to
design, develop and manufacture high
quality equipment that is specifically suited
to our local conditions,” David Waldron
added, “and we believe the best way
to achieve that, is to manufacture that
equipment here in Australia.”
“Even during the 1990s and 2000s when so
many Australian manufacturers were shutting
up shop or moving their entire manufacturing
operations off-shore, we always believed that
by working smarter and focusing on R&D and
product development, we would not only be
able to successfully compete with any product
from anywhere in the world, but that we’d be
able to come out on top.”
“In short, we’ve always known that we
have the people, expertise, experience
and capability to produce world-leading
products… and we simply weren’t
prepared to give up on Australian heavy
manufacturing,” David Waldron said.
Needless to say, the success of this
approach is not only borne out by Bucher
Municipal’s market leading position across

Australia and New Zealand, but also by the
company’s phenomenal growth. Indeed,
at a time when so many companies have
struggled to survive – especially given the
massive additional challenges presented by the
global Covid pandemic – Bucher Municipal’s
Australian business has more than doubled in
size over the past 5 years.
Fuelled by a combination of new product
innovations and expanded R&D and
manufacturing capabilities, together with a
number of successful strategic acquisitions,
Bucher Municipal’s Australian and New Zealand
business operations have continued to grow
and prosper… and they’re not showing any
signs of slowing down any time soon.
From the acquisition of JHL’s Australian
business and the PakMor static compaction
equipment business in 2016, to the opening
of Bucher’s new 19,000m2 Marsden Park
manufacturing facility in Sydney in April last
year, and most recently, the 2020 acquisition
of Spoutvac Industries (Australia's major
manufacturer of Industrial Vacuum and
Water Jetting Systems) and the Richards
Coach Works business in Melbourne, it’s no
exaggeration to say that Bucher Municipal
has well and truly cemented its position as
an industry leader, and a powerhouse of
Australian heavy manufacturing.
That said, the team at Bucher Municipal
are not ones to ‘rest on their laurels’. Indeed,
together with its ongoing R&D work on new
products and enhancements for existing
products, Bucher Municipal is celebrating
its 70th Anniversary in Australia with the
launch of a new high performance rear loader
collection vehicle and plans to further expand
its manufacturing capabilities.

“While we’re extremely proud to be able
to celebrate 70 years of history in Australia,
we also recognise that it is a milestone rather
than the destination,” David Waldron said.
“With that in mind, our focus remains firmly
set on the future.”
“In business, remaining stagnant is not
an option. This is particularly true when
it comes to equipment design and heavy
manufacturing,” he said. “If you’re not moving
forward, you’re really getting left behind.”
“As well as constantly working in
partnership with our customers to develop
new, more efficient, safer, greener and costeffective equipment solutions to meet their
needs, we’re also always looking for ways
to optimise and expand our manufacturing
capabilities.”
“Whether that’s through investing in new
high-tech equipment and manufacturing
technologies, or by building our workforce
capability with specialist training programs
and apprenticeships, we believe that if you
want to produce world-class equipment,
you need to have world-class manufacturing
capabilities,” David Waldron added, “and
that’s not just about having the best
equipment. It’s also about having the best
people.”
“Our people are our company. We have a
remarkable team across Australia and New
Zealand. Our success – and the fact that we’re
able to celebrate such a remarkable milestone
- is a credit to the hard work and dedication
of the entire Bucher Municipal team,” David
Waldron concluded.
For further information, please visit:
www.buchermunicipal.com.au
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70 YEARS OF

INNOVATION

12

1951

JD MacDonald Engineering Company Pty Ltd founded, commencing manufacture
of Residential and Commercial Incinerators. In 1955 the company was recognised as
the major manufacturer of incinerators for heavy industrial use winning contracts for
disposal of hospital waste and banknote destruction.

1959

Commenced importing and distributing World hand dryers. Many of these dryers are
still to be found in washrooms across Australia.

1959

Relationship with Johnston Sweepers commenced.

1968

JD MacDonald Engineering introduces the first Johnston Sweeper to Australia in
February 1968. It was a 300 Series Single Engine Sweeper Model, mounted on a Ford
D Series 1210 cab-chassis. The first machine was sold to the City of Prahran in April
that year.

1972

JD MacDonald Engineering appointed as the Australian distributor for the EZ Pack
range of Rear Loader and Front Loader waste collection vehicles.

1973

MacDonald Johnston Engineering (MJE) formed following the establishment of a
joint venture with Johnston Sweepers Limited. The company started manufacturing
the Peabody EZ Pack Rear Loader under license.

1976

First EZ HC Front Loader sold to Cleanaway. The unit set a new benchmark in both
productivity and compaction for the waste industry. Demand saw MJE quickly
become the market leader in Australia.

1981

MJE introduces new HC250 Rear Loader with automated rear door locking system.

1984

Following the introduction of 240-litre MGB’s in Australia, MJE launched its first
automated Bin Lifting System.

1991

MJE released the Mark I Side Loader. The Mark I broke new ground with single
person operated refuse collection vehicles, delivering excellent payloads and
ground-breaking features, including the potentiometer paddle angle control system.

1992

Mark II Side Loader launched. The MKII Side Loader was released to the market after
an intensive seven week re-design and build program.
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“Even though much has changed in the past 70 years, for us, two key
constants have remained: a strong emphasis on producing innovative
products that meet the clients’ needs; and, perhaps most importantly,
an unwavering commitment to quality Australian manufacturing.”
David Waldron, Managing Director, Bucher Municipal Australia

1995

Mark III Side Loader released. The MkIII incorporated a number of new innovations,
including a finger lift, with Vacuum Cup options on the Bin lifter. The MkIII also
incorporated further advancements with both the hydraulic and electrical systems,
ensuring MJE continued setting the pace in the local market.

2000

Mark IV Side Loader released. In keeping with MJE’s focus on continual product
innovation, the Mark IV featured a range of new and improved technological features and
internal PLC control systems.

2005

MacDonald Johnston Engineering (MJE) acquired by Bucher Industries, providing the
local company with a valuable global exposure.

2006

Gen V SPORT (Single Person Operator Refuse Truck) Side Loader released. Gen V SPORT
represented a total overhaul of both the body design and inner technological workings –
resulting in a machine that was faster, stronger and more reliable.

2007

Company re-branding to MacDonald Johnston Pty Ltd.

2010

MacDonald Johnston launches the first UrBin (Universal Rear Loading Bin Lifter) Rear
Loader truck.

2011

FORCE (Front Operating Refuse Collection Equipment) Front Loader truck launched in
Australia.

2014

Company re-branded to Bucher Municipal Pty Ltd

2016

Bucher Municipal expands its key product portfolio with the acquisition of JHL’s
Australian business operations, and the highly-regarded PakMor Waste Equipment
business.

2020

Bucher Municipal acquires Spoutvac Industries, increasing our market share in the
Oceania Market with the addition of its range of Australian-made vacuum tankers.

2020

Bucher Municipal acquires Richard Coach Works business in Melbourne. Based in
Sunshine in Melbourne’s inner-west, the depot’s strategic location (near the Metropolitan
Ring Road and Westgate Freeway) provides easy access to maintenance and service
facilities for customers in Melbourne’s north and west.
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COMPACT

PERFORMANCE

New Bucher Municipal UrBin RL60 Rear Loader combines full-scale
performance and features, with a compact, low height design

While Bucher Municipal is celebrating 70 years in Australia this month, it’s clear that the company’s
focus is set squarely on the future… and the future looks bright – especially if their latest product
offering is anything to go by!

N

ever ones to rest on their laurels,
Bucher Municipal have marked
their 70-year celebrations with
the launch of an innovative new
Rear Loader which looks set to change the
face of collections across inner-city CBD’s
and other areas with limited access. Known
as the UrBin RL60, this feature-packed
unit sets a new benchmark in features,
performance and accessibility.
As the latest addition to Bucher
Municipal’s highly-regarded UrBin (Universal
Rear Loading Bin Lifter) range, the UrBin
RL60 builds on that pedigree of excellence
with a range of innovative new features,
including a compact, light-weight body
design, ultra-low height bin tipping and the
largest hopper bowl in its class.
Speaking about the new RL60, Daniel
Sampson, Customer Support Manager with
Bucher Municipal, commented:

14
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“The past decade has not only seen a
massive increase in the number of residential
properties in the inner-city areas of major
capitals and larger cities across Australia,
it has also seen a significant shift towards
medium to high-density living across many
of our urban areas. Large Multi-Unit Dwelling
(MUD) developments are now a feature in
many suburbs, and they’re even becoming
increasingly popular in peri-urban areas –
particularly those located along key transport
corridors.”
“From a waste management perspective,
this shift towards medium to high-density
living offers a number of major challenges for
councils and contractors alike, not the least
of which is access for the collection vehicles.
And it’s not just about the collection vehicles
being small enough and manoeuvrable
enough to negotiate narrow lanes and
alleyways, it’s also about the height of the
vehicle,” Daniel said.

In short, providing collection services
in medium to high-density areas can
be an onerous and extremely timeconsuming task. What’s more, it’s a task
that’s made even more challenging by the
large percentage of inner-city residential
buildings and large MUD developments
that have their waste and recycling bins
located in underground carparks or loading
bay areas. Given the number of bins usually
involved, in most instances it’s not practical
(or for that matter, even possible) to move
the bins outside or to a separate area with
enough overhead room to allow them to be
emptied with a standard lifter.
“These services really require a
purpose-designed vehicle that has the
manoeuvrability to negotiate tight innercity laneways and is compact enough and
has the low overhead operating capability
to access and empty bins in a standard
underground car park. At the same time, it
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needs to have sufficient payload capacity
to cope with a high volume of collected
material without having to spend most of
its time travelling back and forth to the
transfer station to empty. An extensive list
of design requirements to say the least.”
“With that in mind, we’ve be working
with our customers to develop a unit that
fulfils all of these requirements and more,”
Daniel continued. “The new UrBin RL60
not only represents the culmination of
thousands of hours of R&D and design
work by our engineering team and design
departments, it also stands as testament
to the benefits of working closely with
customers to find out what they really
need out in the field.”
Proudly designed and built in Australia,
the new Bucher Municipal UrBin RL60
rear loader has been specifically
developed to offer the best all round
package for its customers. This new unit is
lighter, narrower and lower in height than
any other comparable rear loader in the
market, delivering exceptional versatility
and convenience.
With a maximum height of 2.1m on
selected cab chassis configurations, the
UrBin RL60 is perfect for underground
collection and servicing Multi-Unit
Dwellings (MUDs). The 6.0m3 capacity
light-weight body ensures maximum
payload and efficiency, while the new
innovative bin lifter design delivers an
ultra-low tip height - preventing the
need to find cavities during underground

collection. Importantly, the combination
of low body height, narrow body design
and short wheelbase delivers outstanding
manoeuvrability and handling in narrow
inner-city streets, laneways and car parks.
Designed with a focus on versatility,
reliability and productivity, the RL60
also offers the largest hopper bowl in
its class, with the ability to empty 1,100lt
bins with just one sweep – making it the
ideal collection solution for inner city and
metro commercial and residential services,
including MUDs. This, combined with its
market-leading payload, really puts the
Bucher UrBin RL60 in a league of its own.
Specifically engineered to suit Australian
operating conditions, the UrBin RL60
is built to last. What’s more, innovative
features such as Bucher’s ‘On demand’
Hydraulic system allow for optimum
performance, lower fuel consumption, and
reduced maintenance costs.
“While it is often difficult to incorporate
all the features that everyone wants into
one design - especially when it comes to
things like combining a compact design
with a high payload capacity – the UrBin
RL60 brings it all together in one high
performance unit,” Daniel Sampson said.
“In fact, we like to consider it a bit
like ‘the Swiss army knife of rear loader
collection vehicles’ – the pinnacle of utility,
design and reliability that really does have
everything you need,” Daniel concluded.
For further information, please visit:
www.buchermunicipal.com.au

PRODUCT BENEFITS
VERSATILITY
With its low body height, narrow
width and short wheelbase, the
UrBin RL60 provides outstanding
accessibility to small streets,
laneways and height restricted areas.

BEST-IN-CLASS
PERFORMANCE
The new RL60 is small but mighty,
offering high compaction force and
market leading payloads across
multiple waste streams.

LONG-TERM RELIABILITY
Like all Bucher Municipal machines,
the UrBin RL60 offers a long
service life, trouble free operation
and reduced maintenance costs to
maximise the profitability of your
operations.

100% AUSTRALIAN MADE
The RL60 is proudly designed, tested
and manufactured in Australia,
assuring customers of rigorous
quality control and a sustainable
approach to design.
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Cleaner
cities…
the COVID
reaction
This mysterious virus, coming out of nowhere,
has taken the planet’s population by surprise.
We never imagined that something as
alarming as this, would put pressure on the
structure of civilisation and specifically,
governments, Local, State and Federal!
One company, Australian Pump Industries,
has found that some of their standard
products, developed initially to provide
local government with the ability to achieve
cosmetic cleans to the city or townscape, can
double as an anti-covid machine as well!

AUSSIE’S HEATWAVE… USING STEAM
TO DO MORE THAN CLEAN
When the WHO (World Health Organisation)
came out with the announcement that water,
applied at temperatures above 60 degrees C
could kill the virus, it was applauded as
a logical step, doing away with chemical
cleansing substances and huge amounts of
manual labour. Hot water or better yet, steam,
is still finding its place as a tool to keep the
city clean, a method that adds an element of
safety to our towns and cities.
Aussie Pumps introduced the Heatwave four
or five years ago. Unsurprisingly, it has come
into its own recently as councils and contractors
have come to understand how easy it is to turn
a mobile 4,000 psi trolley mounted steam cleaner
into a ute or truck mounted Covid killer.
The Heatwave was originally launched as
a tool for contractors wanting to steam clean
earthmoving or mining gear.
“Having to service a machine breakdown
in the field, when the machine is caked with
oil or greasy dust, is a real challenge,” said
Aussie Pumps Chief Engineer, John Hales.
“You may spend half of the time trying to
find the problem, before being able to get
on with the rectification or even normal
preventative maintenance activities,” he said.

KILLING COVID
Some councils quickly realised that turning
this trolley mounted machine to a mobile ute
16
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With 130 degrees steam
at 4,000 psi, the Aussie
Heatwave Can be trolley
or ute mounted for mobile
steam cleaning.

mounted device was simple. Here is John
Hales’ recommendations in three easy steps.
1. Take off the wheels and use the stainless
steel trolley frame axles as the point of
mounting on the mobile vehicle.
2. Set up a poly tank, like those produced by
Rapid Spray in Singleton with a suitable
capacity for the jobs in question. The
vehicle size and capacity obviously plays
a part in this as well, bearing in mind that
a full 600 litre tank will weigh 650 kilos
including the tank. It will provide enough
water for 40 minutes of cleaning time.
3. Always plan for a stainless steel Aussie
hose reel to be mounted on the vehicle
as well, adjacent to the business end of
the steam cleaner. This gives the operator
additional range, often very handy working
around a big machine or, for disinfecting a
public space.

GRAFFITI REMOVAL AS WELL
The steam capacity of the machine,
operating at up to 130 degrees C, has a
devastating effect on graffiti. Operators
watch the graffiti peeling off the wall when
hit with that temperature at 4,000 psi. What’s
more, its reach means the machine (or the
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vehicle) doesn’t have to be moved three or
four times during the clean-up job. It lends
itself to everything from disinfecting public
conveniences and outdoor furniture, through
to public BBQ’s, water bubblers and other
outdoor equipment.
“Councils that use the Heatwave love its
versatility,” said Hales.
“As a cold water 4,000 psi pressure cleaner
it does a great job. As a 4,000 psi steam
cleaner that can go anywhere, except indoors.
It’s a real winner for versatility of cleaning and
disinfecting public amenities, while also being
able to double for plant washdown where
required,” he said.
A wide range of optional extras including
flat surface cleaners, telewands for long
reach applications and turbos for cold and
hot water, (but not steam) is also available.
The turbo will almost double the impact of the
4,000 psi, allowing the operator to complete
cleaning in a fraction of the time.
A free info pack, including movies showing
removal of graffiti, flat surface cleaning,
some showing grease and oil removal from
car parks, is available from Australian Pump
Industries on 02 8865 3500 or by visiting:
www.aussiepumps.com.au
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WATER AND WASTEWATER

GEH® approved for use in the removal
of vanadium in drinking water
Until now, no procedure had been awarded
official EU approval for selectively removing
vanadium from drinking water. Following
completion of a two-year process, GEH® from
German-based company GEH Wasserchemie
GmbH & Co. KG has now been officially
approved for use Germany-wide.
A number of harmful substances can
potentially pose a danger to drinking water.
Vanadium is a toxic transition metal that
naturally occurs in rocks. When conditions
in the soil cause the vanadium to become
mobile, the metal is released into the
groundwater. Until now, the Drinking Water
Regulation had not prescribed a limit value
for vanadium. Notwithstanding this, water
suppliers were obliged to comply with a guide
value set at 4 μg/l by the German Federal

Environmental Agency as well as a maximum
action value of 20 μg/l of vanadium in drinking
water.
GEH® is an adsorbent comprising
Granular Ferric Hydroxide. It has been used
successfully to remove arsenic from drinking
water during drinking water treatment.
Over the past two years, vanadium removal
using GEH® has been tested at a German
waterworks in practical operation.
These trials revealed that vanadium can
be reliably and selectively bonded to the
surface of ferric hydroxide. This approach
enables vanadium to be safely removed from
drinking water to a level below the detection
limit, while other essential minerals are
left untouched. As of today, granular ferric
hydroxide filters are thus the only process

Large-scale solar project will reduce carbon
emissions at Gippsland Water
Factory

Gippsland Water is about to embark on a
large-scale solar project at its Gippsland
Water Factory to reduce its carbon footprint.
Managing director Sarah Cumming
said soon the organisation would be
installing more than 2000 solar panels next
to the Gippsland Water Factory to power
the facility, which treats and recycles
wastewater from industry and nine towns in
central Gippsland.
“This project is our most recent of many
that use renewable energy to power our
18
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plants and reduce our carbon footprint,” Ms
Cumming said.
“The 1280 kilowatt system produces
enough energy to power over 400 Victorian
households and at its peak capacity it will
be able to completely power the factory.”
In line with Victorian Government’s strong
renewable energy and climate change
targets, Ms Cumming said the project will
help reduce Gippsland Water’s power costs
and contribute to the organisation reaching
its targets of 100 per cent renewable energy

in Germany to be officially approved for
removing vanadium from drinking water.
That said, Germany is not the only country
where vanadium poses a danger to a safe
drinking water supply. Elevated concentrations
of vanadium are known to occur in
groundwater in the USA, Latin America, Italy,
France, and other countries. Germany thus has
the potential to pioneer the introduction of such
a limit level for other countries to follow. GEH®
adsorption is a process that can be employed
anywhere in the world where toxic vanadium
contaminates the groundwater.

ABOUT GEH WASSERCHEMIE
GMBH & CO. KG
GEH Wasserchemie GmbH & Co. KG was established
in Osnabrück (Germany) in 1997 and operates in
the chemical industry. The company invented and
manufactured the Granular Ferric Hydroxide (GEH®)
adsorbent that is primarily used to remove arsenic during
the water treatment process.
The 15-strong workforce at its site in OsnabrückEversburg annually produces 2,000 tonnes of GEH® for
sale across the globe.
Having initially been used to treat drinking and mineral
water, GEH® is now being employed in numerous
other areas of application, including to remediate
contaminated groundwater, treat wastewater and
industrial process water, or to clean surface water and
thus combat eutrophication. Aside from arsenic, GEH®
also binds contaminants such as vanadium, phosphate,
as well as uranium and other (heavy) metals.

and a 24% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions by 2025.
The Gippsland Water Factory site is already
powered in part by a biogas cogeneration
engine and a hydroelectric generator, which
helps the water and wastewater service
provider reduce its energy bill.
“Once the system is installed and
running, we’ll be in a unique position of
having three types of renewable energy
powering the water factory.”
This will be the organisation’s seventh
site to be powered by solar, with systems
already installed at the Warragul, Traralgon
and Tyers water treatment plants, Warragul
and Moe wastewater treatment plants, and
the Traralgon office.
“There’ll be more projects to come as
we take further action to reduce our
carbon emissions and our energy costs,”
Ms Cumming concluded.
For more information on how the
Victorian Government is addressing climate
change impacts on the water sector and
reducing the sector’s greenhouse gas
emissions, visit:
www.water.vic.gov.au/water-for-victoria

WATER AND WASTEWATER

Birmingham spinout Salinity Solutions enters lithium ‘gold rush’
A new University of Birmingham spinout,
Salinity Solutions, is partnering with the
mineral exploration and mining industry with
a compact, energy-efficient desalination
system that can concentrate the salts in
ground water to extract a mineral rich brine.
The company will be field-testing the system
with eco-technology company Cornish
Lithium, which has secured agreements with
the owners of mineral rights over a large
area of the county of Cornwall.
Salinity Solution’s patented desalination
technology achieves the maximum yield of
any known available system, but at up to half
the energy consumption and with a much
smaller footprint.
The technology results from over a
decade’s research by Professor Philip
Davies, and is an adaptation of an
established technique called batch reverse
osmosis, which uses a partially permeable
membrane to separate water from ions and
molecules. Professor Davies re-engineered
reverse osmosis to produce a system that
approaches the theoretical limits for energy
efficiency and brine recovery 1 and went on
to build five prototypes in the laboratories
of Aston University and the University of
Birmingham. The technology that has been
developed will soon be tested in four field
trials over three continents.
The university initially patented the
technology in 2018 and licensed it to the newly
formed spinout company earlier this year.
The first automated prototype was built
by Tim Naughton, who is now Technical
Director of Salinity Solutions. He approached
engineering veteran Richard Bruges for
help, and Richard, who founded the Proving
Factory and venture engineering company
Clean Engineering, stepped in.
Salinity Solutions is now backed by Clean
Engineering, which has provided investment
and a structured product development
process, and Richard has become a
Director of Salinity Solutions. The company
has also appointed Antony Cockle as
Commercial Director.
Salinity Solutions is quietly confident
that the unit supplied will pass the rigours
of on-site testing in Redruth, Cornwall. Tim
Naughton commented: “The unit we supply
to Cornish Lithium has been designed to
withstand the elements. We’ve simulated
real-world conditions in the laboratory

using feed water supplied by Cornish
Lithium, and the system is reacting as
expected and to the efficiencies predicted
by our algorithms.”
Dr Rebecca Paisley, Exploration
Geochemist at Cornish Lithium, said: “We
are actively engaging with companies
developing innovative, extraction
technologies that are energy efficient, with
a small footprint, and capable of processing
the unique geothermal waters found in
Cornwall. The technology being developed
by Salinity Solutions meets our criteria and
we look forward to testing their pilot system
at our Geothermal Water Research Site to
potentially aid in the production of lithium
salts.”
Philip Davies has recently been elected
to Board of Directors of the European
Desalination Society. He is continuing his
research into water purification and is
currently working in Germany to develop a
system that works at higher pressure and
delivers more concentrated brine. Salinity
Solutions has secured the IP rights to
innovations that result from this research.
He has funding for further field trials in
agricultural and industrial settings, and
collaboration with commercial companies to
evaluate cost and environmental benefits that
are additional to reduced energy consumption
compared to traditional reverse osmosis.
Salinity Solutions is launching a crowdfunding campaign later this month to fund
the first field trial at Cornish Lithium’s site in
Redruth, Cornwall, by early 2022. A link to
the campaign will be provided on Salinity
Solution’s website.

Lithium is used in electric car batteries
and static storage devices for electricity, and
the global demand for this rare earth element
is rapidly escalating. Although it is vital to the
U.K.’s industrial strategy as it moves towards
a zero-carbon future, the country has no
indigenous source of this mineral.
1

A desalination system with efficiency approaching the
theoretical limits. P. Davies et al, 2016. Available at:
https://doi.org/10.1080/19443994.2016.1180482.

ABOUT SALINITY SOLUTIONS
Salinity Solutions is developing a proprietary system
to clean up the world’s water treatment industries. Our
technology’s first application aims to reduce the high
carbon footprint of lithium extraction and help create a
cleaner more efficient way to fuel our demand for electric
vehicle batteries. Our patented brine concentration
technology has two game-changing advantages: it’s up
to 50% more efficient than traditional reverse osmosis
systems, with a 50% smaller footprint. It promises a
new, commercially viable, cleaner solution that can be
deployed even off-grid.
For more information, please visit:
https://www.salinitysolutions.co.uk

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY OF
BIRMINGHAM
The University of Birmingham is ranked amongst the
world’s top 100 institutions. Its work brings people from
across the world to Birmingham, including researchers,
teachers and more than 6,500 international students
from over 150 countries.
University of Birmingham Enterprise helps researchers
turn their ideas into new services, products and
enterprises that meet real-world needs. We also support
innovators and entrepreneurs with mentoring, advice,
and training and manage the University’s Academic
Consultancy Service.
Our portfolio of technologies available for licensing
can be viewed at https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/
partners/enterprise/technologies.aspx
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Booming hydrogen market heralds
water technology opportunities
The hydrogen economy is at the start of a
period of growth, with the size of the global
market predicted to be as much as US$12
trillion by 2050, according to the latest
research.
As part of global decarbonisation efforts,
hydrogen is expected to emerge as an
alternative fuel. Given water is the main
feedstock for hydrogen production, the
boom in the hydrogen market presents
a range of opportunities for water and
wastewater businesses, a report from
BlueTech Research has found.
Particular growth is expected in terms
of the number of green hydrogen projects,
those where hydrogen is produced by
water electrolysis powered by renewable
energy. The size of plants is also expected
to scale significantly in coming years.
The EU anticipates investment of up
to €470 billion into hydrogen production
and infrastructure by 2050, with annual
capital expenditure of €175 billion. In the
period 2020-2030, the EU itself is expected
to invest between €24-42 billion in
electrolysers and €220-340B in scaling-up
production and directly connecting 80120GW of solar and wind energy capacity
to the electrolysers.
However, the report notes that while there
is a global agenda to push for green hydrogen,
there are concerns about the amount of water
and renewable energy needed.
20
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Report author Kim Wu, a research
analyst at BlueTech Research explains:
“Water demand could be a concern for the
large number of green hydrogen projects
being planned, particularly for water
utilities and councils, or in water-stressed
areas as some hydrogen projects might
expect to use tap water supplied by local
utilities.”
“Interestingly, water utilities have
a unique role to play in the hydrogen
economy. There are different pathways
that water utilities can produce hydrogen
at their wastewater facilities and benefit
from implementing those processes.”
Conventionally, hydrogen has been
produced via steam methane reforming
(SMR) using natural gas as the feedstock.
To date, 90% of hydrogen from methane or
light hydrocarbons is produced from SMR
and the hydrogen produced is mostly used
as a chemical feedstock.
Wu said: “With companies and
governments leading and actively pushing
towards net zero carbon emissions, there
is an ongoing shift in which hydrogen
is now being considered as the clean
energy carrier in addition to a chemical
feedstock.”
Green hydrogen projects also rely on the
availability of, and investment in, renewable
energy infrastructure. Suitable hydrogen
storage and transport facilities will also

be needed which amount to significant
investment costs, the report suggests.
BlueTech Research chief executive
and founder Paul O’Callaghan summed up
the findings of the report: “After years of
research and development, anticipation
and slow market growth, the hydrogen
economy is beginning to take off, fuelled by
the pressing global agenda to decarbonise.
“Our research highlights different
opportunities for water and wastewater
business in the growing hydrogen
technological and economic landscape. A
particular focus will be on green in green
hydrogen production, in which hydrogen
is produced by renewable energy through
electrolysis.”
The full report Water and the Hydrogen
Economy is available to BlueTech
Research clients. To find out more, visit:
www.bluetechresearch.com

ABOUT BLUETECH RESEARCH
BlueTech® Research provides investors, water
companies, researchers and regulators with the latest
information at their fingertips. The company provides
clarity and critical analysis on emerging water technology
market areas.
BlueTech Research maps and analyses the water
technology innovation landscape. The company is
focused on what is changing and how new approaches,
new technologies and new needs are reshaping the
water technology market.
For more information visit: www.bluetechresearch.com

National citizen science
microplastic project AUSMAP
wins 2021 Eureka Prize
The Australian Microplastic Assessment Project (AUSMAP), a citizen
science project that is tracking plastic pollution along Australia’s
coast and waterways, has won the 2021 Australian Museum Eureka
Prize for Innovation in Citizen Science.
AUSMAP, an Australia-based project by the Total Environment
Centre in collaboration with Macquarie University, utilises citizen
science to tackle the global problem of microplastics. Whether
it is in our own homes and bodies or in the remote corners of the
world, microplastics have been found almost everywhere. With
countless microplastics found in the waterways around the world,
AUSMAP sets out to map the presence of microplastic pollution along
Australia’s coast and waterways with the help of scientifically trained
citizen scientists.
Over the past three years, AUSMAP has developed and
implemented an entire ‘source to solution pathway’, from identifying
microplastic hotspots to finding effective solutions. In this process,
over 700 citizen scientists have removed well over 3 million pieces
from Australian shorelines and identified numerous hotspots.
AUSMAP Program Director, Dr Michelle Blewitt from the Total
Environment Centre (TEC) says that “The impressive contribution from
citizen scientists, that have stopped millions of microplastics from
reaching the waterways, is only the beginning as we are discovering
more microplastic hotspots on a monthly basis.”
Dr Scott Wilson from Macquarie University and Research Director
of AUSMAP highlights the need for AUSMAPs solutions to mitigate
the effects of microplastic pollution around the country, from
education, leading to behavioural change, to effective microplastic
traps. He says, “This is the first time anyone has attempted a multifaceted management approach to micro-litter while empowering
citizen scientists to have a significant impact in generating
sustainable environmental solutions.”
Jeff Angel, Director of the Total Environment Centre which
established AUSMAP said, “Plastic pollution is one of the most
critical environmental issues of our time. Each year, more and more
plastic is contaminating the marine and human food chain, lasting
many, many decades. Shining a light on it; engaging the community;
and working on solutions with government and business is essential.”
The Australian Museum Eureka Prizes are Australia’s most
comprehensive national science awards, honouring achievements
across the areas of research and innovation, leadership, science
engagement, and school science. The category ‘Innovation in Citizen
Science' award demonstrates excellence in citizen science practice,
through innovative research and community engagement projects.
For more information on the Australian Microplastic Assessment
Project, please visit: https://www.ausmap.org

Liability Insurance for the

Water Treatment Industry

Fitzpatrick and Co Insurance Brokers offer a range
of specialist insurances for the Australian water
treatment and environmental industries, including:
• Public Liability (including Legionella)
• Product Liability
• Professional Indemnity
• Errors and Omissions
All of which are underwritten by A-Rated Australianbased insurance companies. We also offer an
extensive range of general insurance solutions
including:
• Commercial Motor & Trade Machinery
• Tools and Equipment
• Contract Works
• Income Protection
• Personal Insurances
For further information and an obligation-free quote,
please contact Annette Baxter or Barry Fitzpatrick
on (03) 8544 1600 or call us

Toll Free on 1300 554 633
631 Waverley Road, Glen Waverley Vic 3150
(PO Box 2230 Mount Waverley Vic 3149)
Fax: (03) 8544 1699
Email: insure@fitzpatrick.com.au
Web: www.fitzpatrick.com.au
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PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP

The Battery Stewardship Council
Australia’s answer to our rapidly growing battery waste
Brett Buckingham, Director – Engagement and Technology
In 2019, Australians purchased enough
AA batteries to stretch around the earth
2.3 times. It’s predicted that by 2050
this will increase to 36 times each and
every year. Currently there is no national
scheme to recycle these batteries in
Australia, so the Battery Stewardship
Council (BSC) was formed to fill the void;
leading Australia’s efforts to responsibly
manage end of life batteries.

Why batteries?
End of life batteries pose a significant
environmental and community issue that
must be addressed by all participants in
the supply chain.
In Australia, our collection rate for used
batteries is exceedingly low. Currently, most
of Australia’s used batteries are disposed
of into landfill. This results in significant
environmental impacts. Battery casings
eventually corrode, leaching chemicals that
can contaminate soils and move into rivers,
water supplies and oceans.
The batteries stored in homes,
businesses and institutions also pose
a threat. Used batteries present a
significant hazard to children’s health
when button batteries are ingested.
Additionally, property damage is probable
when battery fires and explosions occur.

a small population and a very large land
mass. Product stewardship is essential
to ensure that the cost of recycling is
built into the price of the product, so the
industry can thrive and become safe and
sustainable.
With support from the State and
Federal Environment Ministers, the BSC
was formed in 2018. In 2020 we obtained
ACCC (Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission) authorisation to
operate the Scheme.
The Federal Government, via the
Product Stewardship Investment Fund, is
providing financial support to the tune of
$1 million. All batteries are included within
the Scheme except for those batteries
already covered by a current Product
Stewardship Scheme, or those that
already have an end of life strategy.

The Battery Stewardship Council
is taking action - 112 members and
growing

The positive end: reclaiming metals
and precious materials
Recycling batteries is challenging and
expensive because in Australia we have
22
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The Scheme operation will be funded
via a Levy on battery imports that will be
made visible to the consumer. The funds
collected by the Levy will be used by the
BSC to provide rebates to authorised
organisations providing collection, sorting
and recycling services for end of life
batteries.
The World Bank “Minerals for Climate
Action” (2020) report predicts demand
for battery metals will increase 500% by
2050. The report also estimates that even
if recycling rates were to reach 100%,
there may still not be enough copper,
aluminium and other metals to meet
demand.
The consequences of inaction on
recycling the growing quantity of used
batteries is unthinkable. The time to act
is now and this is why the BSC is set to
disrupt the status quo.

Brett Buckingham, Director – Engagement and
Technology, Battery Stewardship Council

In order to ensure community awareness
and participation, which is crucial to the
success of the Scheme, we at the BSC have
begun building a brand and marketing
strategy which will encourage consumers
to drop their batteries off at BSC network
collection points. In addition, BSC has
exciting plans to provide educational
materials and opportunities to increase
community awareness about battery
safety and recycling.

PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP

In 2019, Australians purchased
enough AA batteries to stretch
around the earth 2.3 times.

When designing the Scheme, we worked
closely with the battery supply chain importers, retailers, industry associations,
recyclers, and Government - and the support
garnered to date has been fantastic.
The BSC has already acquired 112
members, including prominent battery
brands such as Energizer, Duracell,
Powercell, Panasonic, Canon and
Sony. The power tool industry has also
indicated their participation with brands
such as Bosch, Husqvarna, Milwaukee,

Honda, Ryobi, AEG, Festool, Chervon,
Hilti, Metabo, Masport, Positec and Makita
all joining the Scheme.
The BSC already has a number of
retailers who have joined the Scheme
such as Woolworths, Coles, Bunnings,
JB HiFi, Officeworks, Super Retail Group
and Harvey Norman, a number are
considering implementing new battery
collection facilities at their premises.
Finally, the recycling industry has
been deeply involved with the BSC since

its inception. Recyclers such as Sell &
Parker, Resource, Total Green Recycling,
EcoCycle, Envirostream, and E-Cycle have
all joined the Scheme to recycle end of
life batteries.
Organisations can get involved and
show their support for the Scheme by
becoming a member of the BSC.
Membership application is available
via the BSC website www.bsc.org.au or
further requests for information can be
directed to contact@bsc.org.au

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Amprius HESO Anode Materials System
Enables High Energy Density EV Batteries
Amprius (Nanjing) Co., Ltd has launched its
high capacity HESO anode materials system
and high energy density electric vehicle (EV)
batteries.
Amprius HESO anode materials system
offers unrivalled performance and enables
high energy density EV batteries. HESO
anodes have been extensively tested for
various applications and in commercial sales
since 2020.
The reversible capacity of HESO anodes
is 4 times of graphite anodes and the first
Coulombic efficiency is as high as that of
graphite. HESO also displayed cycle stability
and low swell. It enables fast charging and
low temperature discharge.
HESO's superior performance has
been demonstrated in the batteries for
EV, air mobility, power tool, and consumer
electronics.
Any battery materials must be validated by
commercial applications. Amprius, therefore,
designed a series of EV batteries with HESO
anode materials system. The battery cells
based on HESO anode have achieved energy
density of 350Wh/Kg (800Wh/L) that would
enable a driving range of 1000 kilometres.
24
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320Wh/Kg (680Wh/L) EV
BATTERY CELL
Amprius’ 320Wh/Kg (680Wh/L) EV battery
cells have over 1400 cycles at 100% DOD
(4.2-2.5V) charge and discharge at 25oC
and 1000 cycles with >80% capacity
retention at 45oC. The cycles were
achieved without clamping. This cell
supports 3C discharge with 94.5% capacity
retention based on its 0.2C discharge
capacity and fast charge rate of 15 mins to
80% SOC. The cell is also able to sustain
90-day 100% SOC (4.2V) storage at 60oC,
and >80% discharge capacity retention at
-20oC.
The Amprius EV celss have been
well recognized by a group of EV OEMs
worldwide, and have become an important
technology in customer projects. 320Wh/
Kg battery cells have been in pilot
production and are ready for volume
production.

350Wh/Kg EV BATTERY CELL
Amprius 350Wh/Kg (800Wh/L) EV cells
currently have over 700 cycles at 100%
DOD (4.2-2.5V) charge and discharge at

25oC and 500 cycle of 100% DOD with >80%
capacity retention at 45oC. Again, the
cycles were achieved without clamping.
350Wh/Kg EV cells also displayed excellent
performance in rate capabilities, 60oC and
30-day storage and -20oC discharge.
Amprius 350Wh/Kg battery cells with
over 1000 cycles are under evaluation and
optimization. The commercial cells will be
available in early 2022.
Manufacturing of Amprius HESO
anodes and HESO anode-based battery
cells leverage existing manufacturing
processes. Amprius HESO anodes and
battery cells support US$100/kWh battery
pack cost target and will meet US$60 /kWh
cost goal at large production scale.
Amprius' HESO anode material system
and high energy density battery cells are
breakthroughs in the industry.
Amprius supports customer products
and product development programs and
shares the testing data and the prototypes
of HESO anodes and battery cells with
battery manufacturers, EV OEMs and
any business where high energy density
batteries are desired.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

New South Wales zooms to the front in
2021 electric vehicles policy ratings
New South Wales has topped the Electric
Vehicle Council policy scorecard ratings
for the first time with a rating of 9/10, after
the NSW State Government introduced its
nation-leading Electric Vehicle Strategy this
year. The ratings are contained in EVC's
State of Electric Vehicles 2021 report.
The report also finds 8,688 electric
vehicles were sold in the first half 2021,
already eclipsing the 6,900 electric vehicles
sold over the whole of 2020.
NSW narrowly beats the ACT (8/10) and
the NT and Tas (7/10). Qld, SA, Vic, and WA
scored 6/10.
The federal government gets the lowest
rating with 3/10, after failing to make
meaningful inroads in line with other
comparable jurisdictions around the world.
Electric Vehicle Council chief executive
Behyad Jafari said with the global shift now
undeniable the question for Australia was
one of speed.

“When you consider the rhetoric that was
being pushed last federal election, the EV
discussion in this country has come a long
way quite quickly,” Mr Jafari said.
“New South Wales has introduced
Australia’s best electric vehicle policy to
date. That $500m of investment and package
of incentives to accelerate the uptake of
zero emissions vehicles is finally something
comparable with jurisdictions overseas. I
know the whole industry is buoyant about
the effect it will have on electric vehicle
availability and sales.”
“The movement across most states and
territories is now generally positive and
that's providing greater confidence to private
sector investors, which will pave the way for
more places to charge and better services to
support e-mobility. The chief headwind at the
moment is, unfortunately, a continued lack of
leadership on electric vehicles at the federal
level. After promising a national strategy two

years ago, the Federal Government has failed
to deliver,” Mr Jafari said.
“We need to see more electric vehicle
models in Australia, particularly at lower
price points. That's happening slowly, but
if we want to accelerate the process and
attract the globally limited electric vehicle
supply, we need policies enacted at the
national level, like fuel efficiency standards.”
“Australia has more to gain than most
countries on electric vehicles. If transition
well we'll be able to meet our net zero goals,
break our dependency of foreign oil, and
improve our air quality,” he added.

THE WAIT IS OVER

The New Era of Electric is Here

Compact Urban Sweeper S2
Cuts EMISSIONS to ZERO
Steering the way to a more Sustainable Future

Garwood International’s
100% Electric Compact Sweeper
Available and Ready Now to Demo

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM:

www.garwoodinternational.com.au

Call us today to organise a demo.
NSW, ACT & WA
Tony Miller 0429 444 451
tony@garwoodinternational.com.au

VIC, TAS & SA
Ian Pinney 0409 905 451
ian@garwoodinternational.com.au

QLD & NT
Daniel McHugh 0407 789 370
daniel@garwoodinternational.com.au

NEW ZEALAND
Reece McCrystal 0413 751 292
reece@garwoodinternational.com.au
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Volvo CE powers a sustainable future with
largest range of electric machines
With three new electric compact machines – the
L20 Electric, EC18 Electric and ECR18 Electric
– now being introduced to the market, Volvo
Construction Equipment (Volvo CE) is showcasing
its commitment to build the world we want to
live in by offering the industry’s largest range of
electric machines. In total customers now have
five models to choose from. The three new models
are now available to reserve online, for delivery
in 2022.
Demonstrating once again that sustainable
solutions are not just a promise for tomorrow,
but a real innovation for today, Volvo
CE’s growing range of electric machines
are providing customers with a cleaner,
more silent and more comfortable work
environment – but now with an even wider
range of choice to best suit their needs.
These latest innovations are the next step
forward in Volvo CE’s ambition to reach net
zero value chain greenhouse gas emissions
by 2040 – alongside development of hydrogen
fuel cell solutions and more sustainable
internal combustion engine products – and is
part of Volvo Group’s target to have at least
35% of its total range of vehicles fully electric
by 2030.
Melker Jernberg, President of Volvo
CE, says: “We are proud to be leading our
industry’s fight against climate change as
the manufacturer with the world’s largest
range of electric machines. Not only are
we delivering real-world solutions for a
more sustainable way of working but we
are adding further power to our customers’
business with the widest possible range of
choice to best fit their needs.”

Proven past, electric future
The L20 Electric compact wheel loader and
EC18 Electric and ECR18 Electric compact
excavators join the already launched L25
Electric and ECR25 Electric. The two existing
26
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models are already established on the
market and are proving to bring power and
performance in a more environmentally
sensitive package. The three new models
represent the latest additions to Volvo CE’s
industry-first commitment to move its range
of Volvo branded compact wheel loaders
and compact excavators to electric and stop
development of new diesel variants.
The L20 Electric is a proven concept based
on the larger L25 Electric model. It features
a 1.8-ton payload and a parallel-type linkage
offering great visibility over the attachment
being used, outstanding lifting height, as well
as 100% parallel movements – making it a
perfect fit for fork applications too. Expected
to deliver up to six hours of active work per
charge, the electric machine comes with a
choice of battery pack (33kWh or 40kWh) and
reduces maintenance by 30%. As well as the
more peaceful working conditions offered
by its near-silence, operating comfort is also
enhanced thanks to the new automatic park
brake with hill-hold functionality and a range
of customizable work modes.
The short but tough 1.8-ton ECR18 Electric
is set to provide the same best-in-class
stability and operator experience customers
expect from its diesel counterpart but with
the benefit of low noise, low vibration and
more responsive hydraulics due to the
immediate torque. Delivering an anticipated
four hours of active work per charge,
depending on the environment and task in
hand, the ECR18 Electric also benefits from
an ultra-short tail radius (perfect for confined
spaces). It has been built with durability in
mind – from its high profile counterweight
to all-round steel panels and hoses routed
inside the boom.
Easy to operate and transport, the nimble
EC18 Electric offers customers a costefficient compact excavator working in 1.8-

ton applications. Its variable undercarriage
retracts to less than 1m and expands up
to 1.35m, allowing it to squeeze into the
tightest of areas, while the machine’s design
ensures the right frame corner, swing post
and cylinder stay within the tracks’ width,
resulting in maximum visibility and a reduced
risk of machine damage when working
alongside obstacles. As well as ergonomic
controls, a spacious cab and a range of
customizable settings, it also offers the
option of an enclosed and heated cab.
All three machines come with an integrated
on-board charger allowing them to charge from
0 to 100% in under six hours. With an optional
fast off-board charger, the L20 Electric will fully
charge in under just two hours, while the ECR18
Electric and EC18 Electric will charge up to
80% in up to 1.25 hours. For the most accurate
picture, Volvo dealers can calculate the
expected operating time and optimum charging
solution based on customers’ activities. With
any of these machines, customers can operate
in noise sensitive areas and out of standard
hours, as well as low-carbon projects and
indoors, without the need for costly fume
extraction systems.

Smart solutions for smart machines
Volvo’s Electric Machine Management
Application (EMMA) will provide insights
to help manage the electric machines
efficiently Customers of any of the five
electric models will also soon be able to
take advantage of a new fleet management
solution designed specifically for the remote
monitoring of electric machines. The EMMA
system will provide valuable insights into
battery level and remaining working hours,
charging status, geographic location and
much more to help customers boost uptime.
For further information, please visit:
www.volvoce.eu/electric-machines

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

All-electric aircraft
such as the recently
unveiled 8-seater
eFlyer 800 from Bye
Aerospace, are taking
an ever-increasing
market share away
from traditional fuelpowered aircraft.

IDTechEx reports crossover to
Electric Aircraft progressing well
Electraflyer has announced that it has
passed crossover, meaning it now sells
more battery-electric aircraft than polluting
ones. Pipistrel sold over 100 battery-electric
aircraft last year as they take over from its
traditional offerings. Bye Aerospace does
not even make conventional aircraft. With its
Tesla-style approach, its order book exceeds
720 battery-electric aircraft evenly split
between two and four-seaters.
As the IDTechEx report, “Manned Electric
Aircraft: Smart City and Regional 2021-2041”
points out, this has caught Cessna, Cirrus and
Piper by surprise. Particularly so because the
purchasers are not people easily bamboozled
– they are mainly pilot training and air taxi
businesses that collapse if they get it wrong.
Primarily they buy because it saves them
money. Brand enhancement and saving the
planet are useful bonuses.
Attention now turns to two-propeller
fixed-wing aircraft up to 10 passengers for
business and regional use similarly beating
the traditional cost of ownership, with the
zero emissions and faster climb typical of
battery electric. Noticing this, Textron, owner
of Beechcraft which is under threat, has
belatedly said it will look into electric. It is
not too late because approaches to these
larger versions have been questioned by both
battery experts and aeronautical engineers.
There is no simple scalability. They need
disproportionately more power and any new
aerodynamics, where proposed, has issues.
For instance, the battery team at IDTechEx
caution that solid-state lithium batteries of
the necessary size and energy density are
unlikely to be rolled out by 2026 but several
putative makers of regional aircraft promise
otherwise. Bye announced a partnership with
Oxis Energy enabling such an aircraft in 2026,
only to see the company go under shortly
afterward.

Yes, LG Chem talks of a similar date for
such lithium-sulfur batteries with high energy
density but IDTechEx advises that 2030 is
probably the earliest for full deployment.
Believe that only if several issues are
overcome such as cycle life and toxic
emissions on misuse or wrongful disposal.
Other aircraft developers such as Aura
Aero and Regent talk darkly of their access to
a battery with much-improved energy density
but investors would be well advised to check
out exactly what they mean and verify that
technology’s roadmap with battery experts
such as IDTechEx. See the IDTechEx report,
“Solid-State and Polymer Batteries 2021-2031:
Technology, Patents, Forecasts, Players” for
more.
Usually, the aerodynamics and construction
of these larger battery-electric aircraft are
required to go faster, but 50% faster means
three times the battery. The acceptable range
may be 500 nautical miles and conventional
design may be inadequate for this. Cars put in
double the battery to get more range but that
is less effective with aircraft.
The primary focus should be on reducing
the 250kW or so needed in cruise. The Flying
Ship Company, Regent, and RDC Aqualines
will use ground effect to greatly reduce
drag but that limits them to flying low over
the sea. Heart Aerospace finds that low
speed and short-range are acceptable in
Scandinavia so it sharply reduces the battery
requirement with 216nm range 215 knots. With
a conventional airframe, the conventional
lithium-ion batteries are one-third of the
weight. The batteries will probably need to be
changed fairly often and shorter-range in cold
or rough weather will need to be acceptable.
Probably the most trustworthy, beneficial
improvement to aerodynamics, beyond
born-electric sleek designs, is to intimately
integrate propulsion with thrust using

propellers along the wing. That can include
large ones at the wing tip reducing vortice
drag. Enjoy at least a 10% increase in range
partly from a much smaller wing volume.
NASA, the German Aerospace Institute DLR,
and others are behind this. Regent and to
some extent Aura Aero are going this way.
Better sourcing of electricity is also
necessary. Airbus is going earlier to
1000nm range by the inelegant approach of
huge bulges to carry hydrogen that drives
notoriously inefficient fuel cells. They still
need quite large batteries. However, the
idea of battery aircraft of this size should not
be abandoned. Rolls Royce, working with
Tecnam and Widerøe, plans an 11 seat one for
2026 plying the short distances acceptable in
Scandinavia.
The Tesla approach to cars of many small
improvements in powertrain efficiency,
lightweighting, and simplification has lessons
here. For example, a regional aircraft can
have 500km of cabling but in cars, at least
50% of cable weight is eliminated by higher
voltage, improved geometry, and boardto-board wireless connection. In-mold
electronics, structural batteries, and large
aluminum die castings together eliminate at
least 1000 parts.
However, although solar upperatmosphere drones will be up for 5 years
on sunshine alone and China even has
a “Meiying” drone flying 24/7 at only a
few thousand meters on solar alone, the
necessary 3-5 multijunction solar bodywork
all over a business/ regional aircraft would
cost $100,000 at present and only contribute
5-10kW. It will be affordable and make
sense for up-market single-propeller aircraft
around 2031. For the larger aircraft, better
opportunities can be taken from cars as
detailed in the IDTechEx report, “Routes to
1000 Mile Electric Cars 2021-2041”.
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SITE CONTAMINATION

‘A Big Green Stick’
Supercharged EPA Victoria Leaves Environmental Vandals Nowhere to Hide
By Dale Smith, Managing Director of SCAADA Group
New environmental legislation in Victoria has significantly shifted
the regime of risk associated with soil containing Asbestos,
PFAS and other chemicals on major property and infrastructure
projects, which could see developers and contractors fined and
slapped with multi-million dollar clean up bills.
Amendments to the Environment Protection Act (2017) that
came into effect on 1 July 2021 have replaced the old system
that governed liability for polluted soil and given the Victorian
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) new powers to enforce
compliance across the sector.
As a result, landholders, property developers, contractors, subcontractors and third parties can be held to significantly higher
levels of account for actions that are harmful to the environment
or community. On top of that, their liability now extends for
decades beyond their direct involvement with the project in
question.
Rather than the end-user being saddled with rectification
costs, the new regime transfers the lion’s share of liability to
parties involved in the delivery of new residential communities,
apartments and townhouse developments, commercial and
industrial sites, as well as major road, rail and other governmenttendered infrastructure projects.
Further, this liability extends well beyond the design,
construction and commissioning of these assets, with the new
legislation granting the EPA powers to impose multi-milliondollar fines on individuals and organisations responsible for
environmentally destructive practices, such as soil contamination.
The environmental watchdog still carries the historical legacy
of multi-million-dollar clean up bills from decades of chemical
28
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contamination of soil across Greater Melbourne, however, the
agency’s ultimate focus remains the proactive protection of the
environment and human health.
These regulatory changes make it absolutely essential that all
parties active in land-based development undertake appropriate
due diligence to identify risk as related to the presence of
contaminated soil.
Understanding the extent of the contamination, if any, is the
first step toward the implementation of appropriate, proactive
soil remediation systems on site prior to the commencement
of works. For many of these operators, acting early could
be the difference between a healthy business balance sheet
and extensive post-construction remediation costs, including
relocation and cartage of contaminated soil, legal fees, severe
reputational damage and a seven-figure fine. For many operators
these unforeseen additional costs could prove fatal.
Importantly, the reforms are expected to create better
economic, environmental and community outcomes for
Melbourne and Victoria as we continue to grow, however a
lack of general understanding and public resources around
the complex issue of soil contamination meant calling in the
professionals to advise and assist is invariably the best way
forward.
The rules offer greater clarity around the apportionment of
responsibility for environmentally harmful actions during the
delivery of major projects and, while they are still in their infancy
and yet to be tested in the courts, should give developers
and contractors the push they need to engage qualified
environmental consultants early in the life of the project.

Powering a
Sustainable Future

Given the changes, developers and contractors with active
projects on land of which they are unsure of contamination
levels should seek expert advice as a matter of urgency. Ideally,
engagement should occur at the commencement of scoping
and design works. If possible, developers should engage expert
advice prior to the appointment of the project delivery team and
contractors should ensure engagement has taken place prior
to the release of tenders for government-funded infrastructure
projects.
However, even on projects that are well into the design phase
or have commenced construction it’s never too late to act.
Early involvement of soil contamination experts will identify
any additional cost associated with remediation works and for
the majority of projects this cost can be built into the overall
cost of the project during the tendering process, meaning no
surprises and no court battles, legal fees or project delays.
Greater clarity and a well-defined framework for shared risk
also lays the footings for a more collaborative approach to
infrastructure delivery between governments and infrastructure
providers, helping maximise value for clients, contractors and
communities.
Getting on the front foot and getting help setting out a
clear plan is the best way to tackle uncertainty and risk. In
most cases, only simple and relatively inexpensive works are
required to solve the problem and it’s important to remember
that any additional layer of cost identified during soil testing
isn’t necessarily due today or tomorrow: the earlier businesses
understand the situation the more scope they have to allocate
budget and amortise costs over the short, medium and longterm.
Once you’re in, you’re in. Investing $20,000 upfront to
understand, and ultimately mitigate, risk on a project from which
you expect multi-million-dollar profits is a no brainer.

ABOUT SCAADA GROUP

Did you know you can access the latest issue
of Waste + Water Management Australia via
Informit?
The Informit Engineering Collection is an
ever expanding resource covering aspects of
waste and water management – recycling,
greenwaste processing, waste minimisation,
planning, safety, water treatment and water
sensitive urban design. The database offers
an extensive variety of resources including
journals, trade publications, reports and
conference proceedings.

The Collection guarantees quality through partnerships
with peak professional bodies including Engineers
Australia and the Institution of Professional Engineers
New Zealand, as well as Content Providers including
EPC Media Group.
The Informit Engineering Collection delivers hard to find
content designed to complete and complement all your
waste and water management requirements.
Other key titles published by EPC Media include:
Highway Engineering Australia
Construction Engineering Australia

Request a quote
or free trial via
www.informit.org/trial-and-quote

Research for your
global future

SCAADA Group is a Victorian based company located with its head office in Geelong,
Victoria. SCAADA Group strive to be one of the most progressive and collaborative
companies in Australia
Offering a range of expert environmental and construction services.
SCAADA consultants deliver services Australia wide, across a number of industry sectors
including defence, education, aviation, land development, civil, healthcare, agriculture and
energy.
For further information, please visit: https://scaada.com.au
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Recycled plastic noise
walls get the green light for
Victorian road projects
A new specification that allows for recycled
plastic noise walls will help support cleaner,
greener transport projects across the state.
The game-changing specification follows the
successful installation of the world’s first 75
per cent recycled plastic noise panels on the
Mordialloc Freeway project.
Major Road Projects Victoria (MRPV)
is delivering this project and developed
the specification with the Department of
Transport and support from the Australian
Road Research Board. The specification
will ultimately allow for up to 100 per cent
recycled plastic to be included in noise walls
used in Victorian road projects.
MRPV’s Director of Engineering, Dr
Scott Taylor, led the development of the
specification and described it as a wonderful
example of Victoria’s circular economy in
action.
“The panels installed on the Mordialloc
Freeway were made using 570 tonnes of
plastic waste – around the same amount
collected kerbside from 25,000 Victorian
households in a year,” Dr Taylor said. “At the
end of the panels’ design life, they can be
recycled again to form new plastic products,
including new noise panels.”
“The successful installation of the
revolutionary panels on the Mordialloc Freeway
has paved the way for the new specification
which will help future projects utilise recycled
plastic in a way that would have been
unimaginable only a few years ago.”
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The technical specifications include
considerations such as acoustic performance,
design life, structural durability, fire
performance, UV resistance and graffiti
removal. The performance-based specification
helps to drive product consistency whilst
defining the requirements that the finished
product must achieve through a series of tests
conducted to Australian and International
standards.
“This is an exciting example of how we are
seeking new ways to push the sustainability
envelope and boost the use of reused and
recycled materials on Victorian infrastructure
projects,” Dr Taylor said.
“We look forward to working closely with
our project delivery partners to examine further
opportunities for positive change.”

MRPV was supported by the Victorian
Government’s Ecologiq initiative to develop
the new specifications. Ecologiq Director Tony
Aloisio said it was an exciting development for
the industry.
“We’re working closely with delivery
agencies to incorporate circular economy
thinking and extend the use of recycled and
reused materials in technical standards,”
Mr Aloisio said.
The Victorian Government’s Recycled First
Policy is helping to leverage the success of
trailblazing projects such as the Mordialloc
Freeway to deliver new innovations, as it
requires bidders on transport projects to
optimise their use of reused and recycled
materials.
“We are already seeing some impressive
initiatives from the first projects procured
under the policy, which shows the importance
both government and the construction industry
now place on sustainability.”
More than two and a half kilometres of
recycled plastic drainage pipes will be used on
Fitzsimons Lane, as well as along Hallam Road
North. The upgrade of Childs Road will feature
almost two tonnes of plastic in its concrete
paving works, while other projects could
use recycled plastic fibre to reinforce nonstructural concrete, crumb rubber in asphalt
pavement and recycled plastic roadside
seating.
“Recycled content suppliers are finding
innovative new ways to use plastic and crumb
rubber, which will ultimately help divert vast
sums of waste from landfill,” Mr Aloisio said.
“We’re committed to making the use of
such recycled materials business as usual and
encourage the industry to keep finding new
ways to use waste.”
The Recycled First Policy will be
implemented across all future Victorian Big
Build projects as well as the Department of
Transport’s projects from 2022.
The new specification for plastic noise walls
will be available to view online later this year.
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Hybrid sandwich wall element –
sustainable and efficient construction
Hybrid construction offers construction
companies more sustainable way of
building without changing the current
way of construction. Metsä Wood and its
partners have designed a hybrid sandwich
wall element which will renew offsite
construction. The innovation combines
concrete with Kerto® LVL (laminated veneer
lumber). The first construction project to use
the elements is Metsä Fibre’s Rauma sawmill.
The need for more sustainable solutions is
acute, because construction causes 30% of
all CO2 emissions. Combining concrete and
Kerto LVL, the hybrid sandwich wall elements
offer an easy way to replace typical concrete
sandwich elements, the popular wall element
in residential multi-storey buildings in Nordic
countries.
Most importantly, the innovation
guarantees efficient construction.
“The hybrid sandwich wall element helps
to increase the share of wood to build more
sustainable buildings efficiently. This joint
development is our effort to support the
construction industry,” says Jussi Björman,
Director, Business Construction at Metsä
Wood.

Innovation in partnership
Metsä Wood partnered with Finnish

construction and structural design
companies to design the optimal hybrid
sandwich wall element. Precast element
manufacturer Lipa-Betoni saw the
potential of the hybrid elements.
“The hybrid sandwich wall element is
a great opportunity. We look for a new
market with a product, which can be used
in the same way than concrete sandwich
elements,” says Satu Lipsanen, CEO of
Lipa-Betoni.
Lipsanen is pleased with the
cooperation, where Lipa-Betoni’s concrete
knowhow meets Metsä Wood’s wood
experience. The goal was to design
a practical element, which is easy to
produce and build with.

Sustainable construction
“As Kerto LVL is a light material, the hybrid
sandwich wall elements will be faster to
produce at the factory and transport to
the site, and even the transport emissions
will decrease due to the light load. The
light elements are also easier to lift,” says
Björman.
He also points out that new easy-toproduce construction solutions are needed
to turn the industry in a more sustainable
direction.

“Around 1 million square metres of
concrete wall elements are produced
annually in Finland. Their load-bearing core
creates 45,000 tons of CO2 emissions. If all
concrete walls were replaced with hybrid
sandwich wall elements, CO2 emissions
would decrease by 30,000 tons a year and
95,000 tons of carbon would be stored,”
highlights Björman.
Metsä Fibre’s new Rauma sawmill is the
first construction project where the hybrid
sandwich wall elements will be used.
Skanska is the main constructor of the mill
project. The elements will be produced at
Lipa-Betoni’s factory in Pieksämäki, Finland,
and installed in June.

ABOUT METSÄ WOOD
Metsä Wood is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers
of engineered wood products. They process valuable
log wood into environmentally friendly products for the
construction and transport industries, which are both
megatrend-driven businesses of the future.
The company’s main products are Kerto® LVL, birch
and spruce plywood and further processed sawn timber.
Material-efficient wood products store carbon and play
an important role in combatting climate change.
With sales totalling approximately EUR 400 millionin
2020, Metsä Wood has some 1,600 employees worldwide. Metsä Wood is part of Metsä Group.
For further information visit: www.metsawood.com
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Evergreen roads
drive sustainability
Stockland Evergreen, Stockland’s newest
master-planned community in Melbourne’s
south-east suburb of Clyde, is set to become
the largest residential project in Australia
to use the environmentally friendly road
surfacing material, Reconophalt™, using more
than 19,000 tonnes.
Downer’s Reconophalt is a type of
asphalt that does not cause any harm to the
environment or exude harmful fumes when
compared to standard asphalt, and is similar
in look, feel and durability. The material
contains high levels of recycled content
derived from waste streams, such as soft
plastics, toner, glass and reclaimed road
that would otherwise be sent to landfill or
stockpiled.
The entire project will see 16.9 million
plastic bags, 493,000 printer cartridges, 7,600
tonnes of recycled asphalt and 2,380 glass
bottles diverted from landfill – saving the
equivalent of 218 tonnes of carbon dioxide
and removing 90 cars off the road for one
year.
Stockland’s use of Reconophalt at
Evergreen follows its adoption at stages of
Stockland Minta in Berwick and Stockland
Katalia in Donnybrook, and builds on
Stockland’s commitment to achieve Net Zero
Carbon emissions by 2028.
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The Evergreen Reconophalt project is
a collaboration between Stockland, City
of Casey, Downer Group and Winslow
Constructors Australia.
Kerry Balci, Stockland Project Director,
said: “Reconophalt is one of many projects
we will be introducing at Stockland Evergreen
to ensure we’re being as kind to the
environment as possible while also setting up
our families for a bright future.”
“The new community will also feature
shadeways on the main thoroughfares to
absorb and reduce heat retained by the
pavement, and drainage reserves throughout
the community will be used to store and reuse
drain water,” Ms Balci added. “We’re also
encouraging residents to install cool roofs in
their homes to improve natural heating and
cooling in their homes.”
“We continue to see growing demand for
residents to create their future home in the
booming area of Clyde. We’re looking forward
to providing our future residents with a variety
of different lifestyle options to grow in a
community that is carefully designed to meet
their needs,” Ms Balci concluded.
Downer’s General Manager Pavements,
Stuart Billing said: “Australians all over the
country continue to demand greater measures
from businesses to protect the environment.”

“There has never been a greater need to
reduce the amount of waste going to landfill
with soft plastic, tyres, glass and excavation
waste being major issues globally.”
“Downer has invested heavily over the
past 10 years to create economic, social and
environmental benefits for our customers and
their communities by pulling products and not
pushing waste,” Mr Billing added.
“We’re proud to be partnering with Stockland
again and the latest project at Evergreen which
will see yet another community use materials in
their roads that would otherwise go to landfill,”
he said. Designed to cater for buyers at all
life stages, the precinct is planned to support
a residential community of approximately
1,500 families. Stockland Evergreen provides
proximity to existing shops, schools and
childcare in the local Clyde and Cranbourne
areas. The community also has a connection
to the Peninsula and Monash freeways, the
Mornington Peninsula golf courses, off-road
walking and riding paths as well as the planned
future Clyde Regional Park and Sporting
Precinct.
Stockland Evergreen is located
approximately 59 kilometres south-east of the
Melbourne CBD and 1.7 kilometres east of
Stockland Edgebrook along Pattersons Road.
Stockland sets the benchmark for
delivering high quality communities in the
south-east, evident from the success of
its other nearby communities including
Stockland Minta in Berwick, Stockland
Selandra Rise in Clyde North and Stockland
Edgebrook, also in Clyde which features the
award winning inclusive Variety Livvi’s Place
Park that won ‘Park of the Year’.
For maore information, please visit:
https://www.downergroup.com/reconophalt

WHAT’S IN RECONOPHALT™?
Reconophalt can contain a variety
of recycled and reclaimed materials,
including:
• Soft plastics from plastic bags and
packaging collected by the community
and deposited in collection bins at
Coles and Woolworths Supermarkets
under the Redcycle Scheme
• Waste glass diverted from landfill
• Waste toner from used print cartridges
collected under the Planet Ark Scheme
• Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP)
from end-of-life roads
• Crumb rubber from end-of-life tyres
• Coarse aggregate and sand from street
sweeping and hydro-excavation
materials processed at Downer’s and
Repurpose It’s detritus processing
facility.
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Australia’s largest
wellness accredited
community to be built in
the Hunter Valley

Australia’s largest WELL accredited
community will be built in New South Wales
in the Hunter Economic Zone (HEZ), as the
former mining district transforms to become
Australia’s healthiest and most sustainable
city. A deal worth in excess of $50 million
inked between the HEZ and global wellness
pioneer Delos will see more than 3500 homes
and units, as well as over 800 commercial
and industrial buildings on the 3200 hectare
site delivered to International WELL Building
Institute (IWBI) certified standards.
Construction on the homes, commercial
buildings and industrial projects are
expected to commence later this year, while
the whole project is anticipated to generate
over 15,000 jobs across the next ten years.
The wellness real estate focus supports
the HEZ’s broader sustainability vision, after
the Hunter Investment Corporation unveiled
a major proposal for the world’s largest new
grid-scale battery facility in the HEZ with a
capacity of 1200-megawatts.
Hunter Investment Corporation Chairman
Frank Cavasinni said the Hunter Economic
Zone aimed to deliver a new benchmark for
both living and workplace standards that can
evolve with the community to meet its future
requirements.
“The Hunter Economic Zone will be the first
sustainability-driven WELL-community of its kind
in Australia and will elevate modern living and
workplace expectations,” said Mr Cavasinni.
“After the past 12 months, people have
never been more aware and educated around
how the indoor environment can affect their
health. As developers, we have a duty of

care to deliver best-in-class infrastructure
that promotes wellbeing and productivity for
people spending time in our buildings.
“Our partnership with Delos Australia
means all 4,300 buildings within the
development will be fitted with advanced
wellness technologies and adhere to best
practice processes that help to improve the
health of every indoor space.”
All homes in the considered masterplanned estate will feature Delos’s DARWIN
Home Wellness ecosystem that enhances
indoor settings by optimising air, light and
water sources.
Indoor air quality monitors and advanced
HEPA air purification units to filter airborne
pollutants including allergens, chemicals
and potential carcinogenic particulates from
bushfire smoke will be fitted in residences.
Three-stage filtration units will remove sediment
and potentially harmful elements like chlorine
and heavy metals from water at the mains,
ensuring the entire household is supplied with
clean, quality water. Innovative circadian lighting
installed in the HEZ’s new homes will mimic
outdoor light patterns, passively promoting a
better night’s sleep and improved energy and
productivity during the day.
Every commercial building at the HEZ
will be certified by the international WELL
building Institute - Delos’ wholly owned
workplace wellness subsidiary that helps
advance human health in commercial
settings through infrastructure performance
audits, design interventions and operational
protocol vetting – all of which are verified by
a third party.

Delos Australia President Bill Giannikos
said his team was incredibly excited and
eager to be embarking on a project of the
HEZ’s scale that would be delivering vast
public value for people living and visiting
the area.
“Our new partnership with the Hunter
Economic Zone is a game changer for
the development sector and will benefit
the landmark project’s end-users for
generations to come,” said Mr Giannikos.
“No matter what building you step into,
people can rest assured that the indoor
environment will be working hard to
promote their health and wellbeing.
“Nothing of this scale has been
undertaken in Australia before and we are
proud to have partnered with the Hunter
Investment Corporation to deliver the
country’s largest WELL-community.”
As one of Australia’s most significant
commercial and industrial zones, the HEZ
covers an area of 3200 hectares, around
70 percent of the Zone (2300 hectares) is
dedicated as a green buffer of forest and
rural land.
Community wellbeing will be promoted
further in the Hunter regions great outdoors
with an integrated 18-kilometre network of
walking and bicycle tracks that intertwine
through public amenities including a
shopping complex, hospital, schools and a
new community centre.
For more information about the new
Hunter Economic Zone development and
its partnership with Delos Australia, please
visit: https://delos.com.au/
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Daikin unveils the 4-step guide to
decarbonizing Europe’s homes
Daikin has unveiled a 4-step plan to transform residential heating and
cooling for a greener Europe. The goal is to decrease CO2 emissions
from residential buildings by raising the share of renewable heating
and cooling systems to 40% by 2030. This is in line with the raised
goal of cutting CO2 emissions from 40% to 55% by 2030, as signed in
the European Climate Law on April 21.

A key role for renewable heating systems
The majority of residential housing is still heated with outdated
systems, often using polluting fossil fuels such as coal and oil. As of
today, the European building stock is responsible for approximately
36% of all CO2 emissions in the EU. In some European countries,
renewable heating via heat pumps has become the new standard in
new builds, while the potential they offer calls for more exposure in
replacement. This observation contrasts sharply with the raised EU
goal of CO2 emission cuts from 40% to 55 % by 2030 in the recently
signed European Climate Law.
Patrick Crombez, General Manager Heating and Renewables at
Daikin:
“A clear and accessible strategy for decarbonizing residential heat
is needed and renewable technologies are playing an essential
role in achieving the new targets, especially in the replacement
market. Daikin has adopted the ambitious new targets and
takes the lead with a 4-step guide to transform residential
heating.”

The 4 steps to decarbonizing residential heat
1. The founding step of this new plan is to strengthen new
build rules on energy use.
Today, Daikin estimates that
heat pumps already have up
to 50% market share in new
(single family) houses across
Europe. Reinforcement of the
current rules must therefore
be put in place, to make heat
pumps the standard.
2. The second step is to
increase the replacement
rate. In order to achieve
the objectives of the
European Climate Law,
the replacement rate must
double from 1% to 2% by
2030. By increasing the
replacement rate, old
systems are being replaced
by more energy-efficient
ones, leading naturally to
emission cuts. The next
challenge is therefore to
motivate EU citizens to
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choose renewable solutions. This involves the need to explain on a
wider scale that renewable heating systems, like heat pumps, are
an efficient, cost-effective and established solution.
3. The third step consists of ending fossil fuel incentives. Policy
makers should avoid incentives for fossil fuels. Currently, direct
or indirect incentives benefit oil or gas-based boilers over heat
pumps. They are made cheaper and more accessible, and that’s
why renewable technologies also need a level playing field. The
gap between today’s electricity and gas prices in many member
states is too high to make heat pumps accessible for all EU citizens.
4. The final step is to make renewable heating the standard in
replacement. Daikin believes that heat pumps are the best solution.
Indeed, they are increasingly capable of high efficiencies even at
lower outdoor temperatures. They are therefore fit for any type of
house or apartment. Using renewable energy sources to heat your
home reduces the consumption of polluting fossil fuels and CO2
emissions.

“A clear and
accessible strategy
for decarbonizing
residential heat
is needed and
renewable technologies
are playing an essential
role in achieving the
new targets, especially
in the replacement
market.“

Clear actions are needed
Daikin has set itself the ambition to become a carbonneutral company on a global scale by 2050. These four
steps are today the most effective method of decarbonizing
residential heat and Daikin calls on all stakeholders to roll up
their sleeves and join the movement.
As an industry leader in sustainable heating, Daikin is
showing the way.
“At Daikin we’re working on a daily basis to help
making these 4 steps reality. Technology is in place,
our investments support this. We are making sure our
installer community is joining the movement,” Patrick
Crombez added.
“Heat pumps are the future in the replacement
market and it is our duty to convince all
stakeholders, All the signs are indicating that we
need to act now. Words are no longer enough; clear
actions are needed. This is the only way we can
make Europe climate neutral by 2050,” he concluded.
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6 stars success for Collins Square
Collins Square in Melbourne has
been confirmed as market leaders
in Australia for indoor environment
quality after receiving 6 stars NABERS
Indoor Environment ratings on all four
towers owned and operated by Walker
Corporation.
Walker Corporation Executive Chairman
Lang Walker AO said it’s a proud moment
in the evolution of Collins Square.
“Our company has always strived to put
environmental sustainability and a quality
indoor environment at the forefront of our
construction using world’s best practice
and technology,” Mr Walker said.
“It’s a tremendous achievement to
secure 6 stars from NABERS on our all
four Collins Square towers for Indoor
Environment, marking us top of the class
in thermal comfort, indoor air quality and
acoustic performance.”
NABERS Director Carlos Flores
said Walker Corporation have shown
outstanding commitment to achieving the
very best ratings.
“Indoor environmental quality is
an essential measure of building
performance. Buildings exist to provide
comfortable, productive environments
for people. Investment in healthy and
sustainable buildings has never been more
important.” Mr Flores said.
“We commend Walker Corporation’s
Collins Square Towers for their significant
efforts to make four different towers in this
precinct beneficial for their occupants as
well as the planet.”
Coupled with its second place energy
rating ranking in NABERS’ national
Sustainable Portfolios Index, Collins
Square is demonstrating that leading
environmental performance and a high
quality indoor environment can both be
achieved.
NABERS is a national independent
rating system that measures the
environmental performance of Australian
buildings and tenancies. A NABERS Indoor
Environment (IE) rating measures the
indoor air quality, temperature and thermal
comfort as well as the acoustic quality of
a building.
Visit www.collinssquare.com.au to find
out more about one of Australia’s largest
award-winning commercial precincts.
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Cables that dress for the outdoors:
LAPP expands range of durable UVresistant cables
It's a widely accepted truth that if you go
outside, you should dress accordingly to
protect yourself from harsh conditions, sun,
and extreme temperatures. Well, this also
applies to cables.
When they are installed outdoors, they
should also be UV-resistant. LAPP Australia is
expanding its range of durable outdoor cables,
including four PVC cables for data and signal
transmission in the low-frequency range with
a black outer sheath (BK). This makes them
suitable for outdoor use in accordance with
DIN EN ISO 4892-2.
“Australia and New Zealand both
experience harsh conditions, from the
extreme heat and high sun exposure of the
Australian outback, to freezing conditions
common in New Zealand. Cables that have to
operate reliably outdoors need to be suitably
equipped to handle these conditions,” says
LAPP Australia General Manager, Mr Simon
Pullinger.

NEW OUTDOOR CABLES
LAPP’s classic data and signal
transmission cable is
available with a black
outer sheath, the
UNITRONIC®
LiYY BK.

LAPP’s black
UNITRONIC® LiYY/
LIYCY for outdoor use
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A wide range of dimensions are
available for a wide range of applications.
The compact design enables small outer
diameters despite the high number of
cores.
The classified fire behaviour properties
are defined in accordance with EU
Directive 305/2011 (BauPVO/CPR). This
means that the new black UNITRONIC®
can be used universally on machine
interfaces for many applications for data
and signal transmission in the
low-frequency range.
For example, for computer systems,
electronic control and regulation devices,
office machines or scales. It is suitable for
fixed installation or for light mechanical
stress and can be used in dry and damp
environments.
For outdoor use, LAPP has added the
new twisted pair version UNITRONIC®
LiYY (TP) BK to its portfolio. Thanks to the
twisted pair (TP) with short lay lengths,
the conductor circuits are well decoupled.
The shielded UNITRONIC ® LiYCY BK
is also available. Thanks to its copper
braiding, it protects against capacitive
interference from electrical fields
with a high degree of coverage. It is
supplemented by the shielded version with
twisted pairs UNITRONIC® LiYCY (TP) BK.
For further information, contact LAPP
Australia, T: 1800 931 559, E: sales@
lappaustralia.com.au or visit:
www.lappaustralia.com.au

ABOUT LAPP AUSTRALIA
The family-owned LAPP organisation is renowned
globally for its levels of quality, innovation and
for its commitment to ethical values and service,
qualities which it will bring to key Australian
markets.
The families’ investment in Australia is a
strong vote of confidence in local industry as
it increasingly moves into the global industrial
automation market, which is forecast to grow
to an annual worth of $US 350 billion ($A460
billion) by 2024.[1]
LAPP has delivered its resources, expertise and
German top-quality standards to Australia at
a time in the country’s industrial development
when such support is most needed to prepare
diverse industries for a future in which they will
use technology to compete cost-efficiently.
The company offer a one-stop shop for highly
integrated, efficient and reliable systems which
comply with the leading Australian, European and
American compliance and quality standards.
In addition to major LAPP brands of product
– such as OLFLEX®, UNITRONIC®, HITRONIC®,
SKINTOP®, SILVIN®, EPIC, FLEXIMARK®, and
ETHERLINE® – LAPP Australia focuses strongly on
world-class total solutions incorporating highly
compatible components from the one source.
[1] Source: Transparency Market Research, September
2017

ABOUT LAPP
Headquartered in Stuttgart, Germany, LAPP
is a leading supplier of integrated solutions
and branded products in the field of cable and
connection technology. The company’s portfolio
includes standard and highly flexible cables,
industrial connectors and cable entry systems,
customized system solutions, automation
technology and robotics solutions for the
intelligent factory of the future, as well as
technical accessories. LAPP’s core market is in
the industrial machinery and plant engineering
sector. Other key markets are in the food industry
as well as the energy and the mobility sector.
LAPP has remained in continuous family
ownership since it was founded in 1959.
LAPP currently employs approximately 4,650
people across the world, has 18 production
sites and around 44 sales companies. It also
works in cooperation with around 100 foreign
representatives.

Safety

Storage

Manage your construction
operations more safely and
more productively using less
space with Combilift’s materials
handling solutions

•
•
•
•
•

Efficiency
Safer product handling
Optimised production space
Improved storage capacity
Increased productivity & output
Enhanced profits

combilift.com/?cea

NATIONAL PRECAST FEATURE

NATIONAL PRECAST
MEMBER SNAPSHOT
Here’s a snapshot of some recent projects featuring
precast concrete elements supplied by National
Precast members Hudson Civil Products, MJB
Industries, Alpha Precast and Civilmart Rocla. To
find a National Precast precaster for your next
project visit: www.nationalprecast.com.au
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Project: Australian Maritime College Artificial Reefs
Location: WA
Master Precaster: Hudson Civil Products
Construction: Subcon

Project: West Tamar Traffic Solution Project

Project: Hales Estate Stormwater Drainage

Location: West Tamar, TAS

Location: Forrestfield, WA

Master Precaster: Hudson Civil Products

Master Precaster: MJB Industries

Construction: Zanetto Civil

Construction: Wormall Civil

Project: Bowens Road Uni-culverts

Project: St George Sailing Club (Pier and Seawall)

Location: York Town, TAS

Location: Sans Souci, NSW

Master Precaster: Hudson Civil Products

Master Precaster: Alpha Precast

Construction: Zanetto Civil

Construction: Join Constructions
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Project: Geelong Geopolymer Bridges (Sustainability Award)
Location: Geelong, VIC
Master Precaster: Civilmart Rocla
Design: Austeng and Deakin University

Project: M-Lock Modular Bridge System
Location: Tumblebar, NSW
Master Precaster: Civilmart Rocla
Construction: Fulton Hogan

ONLINE LEARNING ON
PRECAST NOW AVAILABLE
As the peak body of the Australian precast concrete industry,
National Precast is invested in ensuring a safer, more standardised
and sustainable construction industry and in improving the
competency of all industry stakeholders.
As well as the Association’s traditional publications, digital publications
and a range of online learning modules are now being developed. Both are
publicly accessible through www.nationalprecastonline.com.au
The growing range of modules and publications has been carefully
developed to benefit a range of industry stakeholders including architects,
engineers, builders, precast manufacturers and students.
The interactive learning modules provide written and illustrated examples
to assist industry professionals to learn and critically examine industry
practices.
With a variety of digital publications available, the online learning
modules on offer include An Introduction to Precast and Understanding
Grouted Precast Joints.

INTRODUCTION TO PRECAST
This course gives you an introduction to precast. Learn about how precast
differs from site poured concrete, the types and applications of precast
elements and why it's the fastest and most efficient construction method
available. You'll be provided with an overview of the manufacturing, transport
and installation processes.

UNDERSTANDING GROUTED PRECAST
JOINTS – TECHNICAL COURSE
This technical course is based on the highly
regarded industry guidance released by
National Precast, Understanding Grouted
Precast Joints – A guide for engineers and
building contractors.
It is an exclusive course that will lead you
through the guide and develop your knowledge
of grouted precast joints.
In this course you will learn:

Project: Duraspun Marine Piles
Master Precaster: Civilmart Rocla

•
•
•
•
•

Design and Specification
Joint types and elements
Common grouting methods
Responsibilities of parties in construction phase
Aesthetics

To register, please visit: www.nationalprecastonline.com.au
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Wind farm noise may not be more
disruptive to sleep than other sources
Residents who live within 10km of a wind farm
report more sleep issues from other sources, such
as insomnia, stress and snoring spouses, than the
nearby wind farms, a Flinders University study has
found.
Using geographic and random sampling
methods, the team surveyed over 500 South
Australians – living either within 10km of a
wind farm or within 800m of a major road,
as well as those in a quiet rural area –
asking them if they experienced any sleep
disruptions and, if yes, what the residents
themselves believed was the cause.
“Due to the unique sound made by wind
farms and the known sleep disruption
from other noise sources, such as road
traffic, it’s important to investigate the
potential relationships between noise and
sleep disturbance,” says lead investigator
Professor Peter Catcheside from Flinders
Health and Medical Research Institute: Sleep
Health.
“In the survey, we found that the
proportion of residents living near wind farms
who reported moderate-to-severe sleep
difficulties for any reason was not different
compared to those living in quiet rural
areas,” says lead author Georgina Rawson,
also from Flinders Health and Medical
Research Institute: Sleep Health.
“Of all residents living within 10 km
of a wind farm who responded to the
survey, only 0.3 percent attributed sleep
40
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disturbance to wind farm noise, which was
no higher than the rate of sleep disturbance
attributed to road traffic or other noise
sources (2.2%) and less than sleep
disturbance attributed to any other cause
(16.1%), such as insomnia.”
The research also compared the rate of
sleep disturbance reported by residents
near a wind farm to those who lived nearby
to a busy road (defined as having more
than 50,000 cars passing through every
day); with the road traffic residents almost
twice as likely to report noise-related sleep
disturbance than residents living near a
wind farm.
“Overall, within the survey group there
was a low prevalence of noise-related
sleep complaints. Consequently, much
larger surveys would be required to better
estimate the prevalence of wind farm
noise-related sleep impacts on nearby
communities,” says Professor Catcheside.
“However, ongoing analysis of our
recently completed laboratory study will
help to clarify wind farm compared to road
traffic noise effects on direct measurements
of sleep.”
The preliminary research was presented at
the Australasian Sleep Association’s recent
Sleep DownUnder 2021 conference.
Alongside the survey results, Flinders
University researchers will also present
findings from a lab study examining the effect

of replicated wind farm noise on people’s
sleep.
As part of a large laboratory study, Flinders
University PhD Candidate Tessa Liebich
studied 68 participants who were a mixture
of individuals with and without self-reported
sleep issues and who lived near a wind farm,
a busy suburban road or a quiet rural area.
Study participants were exposed to nights of
continuous wind farm noise, wind farm noise
only during sleep periods, wind farm noise
only during wake periods and a quiet control
night, in random order, while undergoing
detailed sleep monitoring.
In this study, wind farm noise did
not appear to effect traditional sleep
measurements, including the time taken to
fall asleep and time spent asleep during the
night.
“Well-controlled studies of wind farm
noise on sleep are lacking, despite people’s
complaints and the known effects of other
types of noise on sleep,” says Ms Liebich
from Flinders Health and Medical Research
Institute: Sleep Health.
“Despite no effect being observed using
our traditional measures of sleep in this
study, work is still ongoing to test for sleep
disruption effects in more sensitive sleep
measurements and with wind farm noise
compared to road traffic noise.”
Both studies were funded by the National
Health and Medical Research Council.

RENEWABLES

CEP.Energy and Enerven sign
renewable energy delivery deal
CEP.Energy has engaged leading renewable
energy delivery partner Enerven - a wholly
owned subsidiary of SA Power Networks
Group - to provide engineering, procurement
and construction (EPC) services to continue
the roll-out of its commercial and industrial
(C&I) solar and storage program and big
battery network.
CEP.Energy has a strong two-year pipeline
of renewable energy projects that includes
more than 70 C&I embedded networks with
solar and onsite battery storage, and up to
four utility scale battery projects in NSW,
Victoria and South Australia.
Enerven is a leading provider of turnkey
renewable energy solutions. A vertically
integrated electrical infrastructure delivery
business, Enerven has delivered large scale
solar, Virtual Power Plants and standalone
battery systems across the National Electricity
Market, working with key customers such as
nbn, SA Water and Tesla, Linking with Enerven
will increase CEP.Energy’s capacity to deliver
more rooftop renewable energy projects
more quickly for the benefit of C&I property
owners and their tenants. It will operate on
an exclusive basis for CEP.Energy projects in
South Australia and a preferred basis across
the rest of the country.
Under the agreement, Enerven will provide
project design and delivery to support CEP.
Energy’s ongoing C&I and virtual power plant
program, including:

• Technical assessment and site feasibility
analysis
• System design and installation
• Operations and maintenance
Enerven will also provide technical and
advisory services to advance CEP.Energy’s
proposed utility scale storage network at
sites in Lionsgate Elizabeth (SA), Geelong
(Vic) and Kurri Kurri (NSW). These will
include:
• Strategic advice to support grid
connection enquiry submissions
• Detailed engineering design and early
selection of technology required
• Design, installation and operation.
Peter Wright, CEO of CEP.Energy said the
preferred contractor partnership with
Enerven paved the way for multiple projects
to be progressed and for CEP.Energy to
achieve substantial scale in a shorter
timeframe.
“CEP.Energy has ambition to become the
largest distributed renewable energy and
storage developer and owner in Australia
through strategic partnerships with large
C&I property owners and specialist delivery
partners,” Peter Wright said.
“Partnering with Enerven will help
facilitate that by giving us a single point
of contractor relationship and delivery
for our large pipeline of projects involving
embedded networks, solar and storage
projects across Australia.”

Richard Amato, General Manager of
Enerven said, “Enerven is thrilled to be CEP.
Energy’s national delivery partner for their
ambitious and exciting renewable program.”
“We are very proud to be at the forefront
of the current renewables revolution
and working with clients like CEP.Energy,
who want to create a more cost efficient,
environmentally sustainable future for
Australia is extremely rewarding,” he added.

CEP.Energy: Renewable Energy
Program Update
CEP.Energy’s renewable energy program is
underpinned by long-term lease agreements
with large C&I portfolio owners, most notably
the Pelligra Property Group and assets
owned by the Perich and Vitocco families.
CEP.Energy has completed four C&I
renewable energy systems on Pelligra Group
properties in recent months, with a total
of 2.9MW of solar installed and 11 MW of
battery storage in the installation or planning
phase.
The installation of 2.6MW of solar and
4MW of storage at the Narellan Town Centre
project Australia’s largest retail renewable
energy project – is progressing strongly.
Once complete, the project will deliver
around 13GW per annum to the Centre’s 220
plus tenants.
For further information, please visit:
https://www.cep.energy
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Aker Offshore Wind Unveils Underwater
Innovation for Floating Offshore Wind
Aker Offshore Wind has outlined plans to utilise
Scotland’s first offshore wind underwater
substation as part of its bids for major offshore
windfarms. The multi-million subsea innovation
would be developed, manufactured, and supplied
in Scotland by Aker Solutions and provide major
export opportunities for Scottish businesses.
Substations – which help move the energy
created by wind turbines into homes and
businesses – are traditionally installed
above sea level but moving them down to
the seabed brings several reliability and
cost benefits. For example, the seawater
can be used as a natural cooling system,
while reliability is increased through stable
temperatures, fewer components and no
rotating parts. In addition, operational costs
can decrease by less maintenance and
reduced material use.
The project would be delivered as a part
of the ScotWind licensing process, for which
Aker Offshore Wind has teamed up with
Ocean Winds to submit a series of floating
bids which could deliver up to 6,000MW of
energy in the Outer Moray Firth. It would
be by far the UK’s biggest wind energy
development and power millions of homes
with renewable energy.
Aker Offshore Wind’s heritage and
experience working in the North Sea with
subsea technology means it would create
jobs, economic opportunity and deliver major
environmental benefits. Aker Solutions, a
sister company of Aker Offshore Wind and
a key supplier to UK wind projects, is a
frontrunner in developing subsea substations
and related power system designs. The
company would support the delivery of
substations from its Aberdeen facilities.
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The ScotWind bids for floating offshore
turbines allow green energy to be delivered
at scale, in deep waters and many miles off
coast. The joint bids from Aker Offshore Wind
and Ocean Winds will also help Scotland’s
economy to transition to renewable energy.
The Aker group of companies, of which
Aker Offshore Wind is a part, has supported
the energy industry in the UK for over five
decades and has been instrumental in the
design and deployment of more than half of
all semi-submersible offshore installations
globally. In taking offshore wind to deeper
waters, Aker Offshore Wind is using its
expertise to reduce costs of generating
electricity in the harsh seas and rough
weather conditions off the UK, contributing
to net zero and security of supply.
Floating offshore wind is the latest advent
in renewable energy technology. Around 80
per cent of the world’s wind resources are
in waters deeper than 60 metres and are
unsuitable for fixed foundations.
“This is a world-leading innovation that
would be developed, manufactured and
supplied in Scotland,” says Sian Lloyd-Rees,
managing director of Aker Offshore Wind
UK. “Both the Aker group and Ocean Winds
have the necessary heritage and experience
to deliver this at scale. We know the benefit
is there – it will revolutionise how energy
is produced and present Scotland with the
opportunity to export genuinely innovative
technology to the rest of the world.”
“This technology would be supported
by tens of millions of investment and
work would start next year. It’s a proven
technology that we are now using to ramp
up the role of renewables in Scotland. Our

vision is for the UK to become a global
leader in floating offshore wind, contributing
to our net zero mission with green energy
at scale. Through innovation, we have the
opportunity to implement new technology
in the ScotWind leasing round, making
Scotland and the UK a global leader in
subsea solutions for floating offshore wind
and exporting the technology around the
world.”
“Ocean Winds has worked at the
cutting edge of technological innovation
to deliver world-leading reductions in the
cost of offshore wind energy generation
at our Moray East project with innovations
from foundation construction to turbine
interconnection,” said Dan Finch,
managing director of Ocean Winds UK.
“The development of subsea substations is
another major step forward in terms of using
world leading energy technology from our
partners, Aker. It will enable construction of
windfarms in areas of the seabed which are
too deep for fixed substation foundations,
therefore facilitating access to cost-effective
sites worldwide, even in very deep waters.”
“By including this proposal in our
Scotwind bid, we can position Scotland at
the front of the world’s offshore wind market,
with a new, innovative technology, offering
the economic opportunities associated
with a new product with global demand
prospects,” Dan Finch added.
“Our two groups bring together
considerable experience of working in the
North Sea environment and delivering and
operating offshore wind generation, giving us
an unrivalled heritage from which to deliver
innovation such as this at commercial scale.”

SEWERAGE

THE ULTIMATE RENEWABLE
ENERGY SOURCE
REMONDIS appoints leading
solutions provider Jacobs as Energy
from Waste proposal progresses
REMONDIS Australia has signed a multi-million dollar contract
with leading solutions provider Jacobs to support design and
environmental aspects of its proposed $400 million Energy From
Waste facilty. Selected after an extensive tender process, Jacobs
will oversee key engineering, design, procurement and environmental
work, including formation of the projects critical Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS).
Jacobs will commence with preliminary engineering studies and
design work, which will inform the EIS and enable REMONDIS to
provide the public with technical specifics of the project in due course.
REMONDIS Project Manager Sarah Collins said Jacobs was
selected based on its extensive global experience.
“We need the best and most experienced minds guiding us as we
move through the design and approvals process,” Ms Collins said.
“Jacobs has an impressive record supporting major infrastructure
delivery nationally and globally, including Energy from Waste projects.”
“We're partnering with Jacobs to undertake key technical and
environmental studies, enabling us to develop the project as we seek
approvals. That will in turn enable us to inform the community about
specific details as our community consultation process evolves,”
Ms Collins added.
Jacobs Executive Director of Operations Australia and New
Zealand, Solutions and Advisory, Prasannah Kumar, said there were
many environmental and economic benefits behind modern Energy
from Waste facilities.
“Beyond being safe and effective, Energy from Waste facilites are
a way of life in many big cities overseas,” Prasannah said.
“We can see the potential at Swanbank and want to play a key role
in delivering a facility modelled on global best practice.”
“The obvious benefits include a staggering drop in landfill
operations and a cleaner way of making electricity.”
The Jacobs team of more than 40 specialists will work alongside
REMONDIS' locally based management team.
The $400 million Energy from Waste proposal forms part of
REMONDIS' planned $700 million Clean Energy & Resource Recovery
Precinct at Swanbank, which would lift current waste management
operations to global best practice by enhancing the 'circular
economy' concept – doing something with almost all waste that
arrives, as opposed to burying it.
“Instead of digging unsightly holes, dealing with the resulting land
disturbance and environmental impacts, and tipping up to half a million
tonnes of unrecyclable waste in each year, we can divert almost all of
that and use it to make cleaner electricity,” Ms Collins said.
“This is an ideal site for such technology, given the long-term
waste supply and proximity to electricity infrastructure.”
If approved, the Energy from Waste facility would create 200
construction and 70 permanent jobs.

In the search for new and sustainable energy
sources few people realise that there is a
energy source flowing beneath the surface of
our cities SEWERAGE!
This abundant, free
energy source remains
mostly untapped.
The “Sharc” is a Waste
Heat Recovery & Heat
Rejection System suitable for a range of
applications including, multi-unit apartments,
aged care, hospitals, commercial buildings and
district energy.

 Energy savings and primary energy
cost reductions
 Reduce building CO2 & GHG
 Easy Install into New or Existing
infrastructure
 Trouble free operation & maintenance
 Long product life- cycle

HOT WATER SERVICE
Using the waste water from the building the
Piranha is a self-contained HEAT PUMP
specifically designed to extract thermal
energy from waste water for Domestic Hot
Water Heating.
COP’s of 5.0 for
50-200 Apartments,
Aged Care, and
Hospitals to produce
7500-15000 litres of
Hot Water per Day

www.airsolutions.com.au | info@airsolutions.com.au
VIC: 03 9753 2677 | NSW: 02 9979 7299
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The Net Zero Challenge
Global Arcadis study lays bare the challenge in Australia’s path to
net-zero emissions, prompts call for climate mitigation planning
Australia will need estimated investment
of $165 billion in clean-energy capacity
and upgrades to electricity grid
infrastructure by 2030 if the country is
to achieve net-zero carbon emissions by
2050 according to a new study by global
engineering design and consulting group
Arcadis.
The study reveals that $110 billion
would be required for new solar, wind and
hydro generation capacity and carbon
capture, and $55 billion for transmission
and distribution system upgrades over the
next eight years for Australia to reach the
2050 target.
Australia’s investment challenge is
detailed in Supercharging Net Zero, an
economic modelling analysis comparing
the steps required in 10 different
countries if the globe is to achieve netzero emissions in time to limit warming
to 1.5º Celsius. It follows the recent
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (ICPP) report asserting that
global warming is almost certain to
exceed 1.5ºC.
As well as Australia, the study simulates
the required energy-transition pathways
for China, the United States, Brazil,
the UK, France, Germany, India, the
Netherlands and Belgium.
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According to the study, the call on
renewables investment in Australia is
dwarfed by the combined $9.9 trillion
– roughly seven per cent of global GDP
– of investment required to fund new
clean energy capacity in the 10 countries
surveyed.
Arcadis’ analysis also details how
quickly the 10 countries surveyed would
need to halve emissions for the 2050
target to remain within reach.

The model shows Australia has one
of the steepest – and most unrealistic –
timetables, needing to halve emissions
within two years. This would require
adding 9.3GW of clean energy capacity
and developing significant and workable
carbon capture and storage (CCS)
projects to remove emissions associated
with 8.5GW of fossil fuel generation.
All 10 countries surveyed would need
to halve emissions by 2029 at the latest.
Arcadis’ Sector Leader - Energy
and Resources in Australia, Luke Keys,
said that by quantifying the economic
challenges in reaching net zero emissions,
the study highlighted the urgency of
actions required for the globe to avoid
the worst impacts of global warming.
“This is a sobering reality check on the
net-zero transition task ahead,” Mr Keys
said.
“Even if we were able to flip the
switch to a world where all governments
committed themselves to the 2050 goal,
the speed of transition and innovation
required to get to net-zero in time to
keep warming under 1.5 degrees make
the goal extremely tough to achieve. In
Australia’s case, getting to net zero in
the timetable defined in this study seems
impossible,” he said.

SPECIAL REPORT

compared to a business-as-usual scenario
would be 2025, significantly earlier than
most European countries.
Across all 10 countries, in real terms
consumers could be saving an average
of $106 in annual energy bills by 2030
and around $323 by 2050 compared to
business as usual.
Arcadis’ report Supercharging Net
Zero can be downloaded from: https://
www.arcadis.com/en/knowledge-hub/
perspectives/global/2021/energytransition

Supercharging Net Zero Methodology

“Unfortunately, the only conclusion we
can make is that while doing everything
we can to reduce emissions, we also
need to begin planning for the impacts
of global warming. At a practical level
this means a focus on more resilient
infrastructure, industries and supply
chains, and coordinated policy across all
levels of Government.”
The Arcadis study showed that if the
countries examined took the prescribed
steps to reduce emissions, consumer
power bills would begin to reduce sharply
after a period of increased costs.
In the unlikely scenario that Australia
was able to make the necessary energytransition adjustments, the tipping point
at which power bills could begin reducing

Supercharging Net Zero investigates how
the international energy sector – focused
on ten key markets – would need to
transition in the short to medium term
to achieve a net zero global economy, in
time to keep temperature rises to 1.5°C.
The study utilizes a dynamic, computerbased macroeconomic model of the
world’s economic and energy systems
and the environment, called E3ME. A
technical model manual of E3ME is
available online at www.e3me.com.

Using the goal of a net zero global
economy consistent with 1.5°C by 2050,
as a baseline, the research analyses
countries on their energy system
transition in the short to medium term.
Arcadis draws on data from ten
markets (Australia, Belgium, Brazil, China,
France, Germany, India, the Netherlands,
the UK and the US) to illustrate how –
and when – each market would need to
transition. It assumes governments will do
all they can to support a global net zero
(e.g. carbon pricing, regulations, energy
efficiency investment, as well as sector
specific policies such as subsidies, feed-in
tariffs, public procurement, fossil fuel ban
and taxes).
The figures are not a prediction of what
will happen; they outline what the energy
sector would need to do in order to help
the wider economy achieve net zero in
time.
To measure energy transition, the study
analyses a range of metrics, including:
• speed of decarbonization (year);
• increase in capacity (gigawatts);
• increase in investment in renewables
(EUR);
• increase in investment in distribution
and transmission (EUR); and
• impact of transition on energy bills
(EUR)
The model database consists of historical
data from 1970 to 2019. Various sources
were used for different variables and
regions; the most commonly used sources
for economic variables are Eurostat,
OECD, World Bank, the UN, ILO as well
as official national statistics. The energy
balances and the energy sector variables
are derived from IEA data (IEA World
Energy Balance released in 2020).

ABOUT ARCADIS
Arcadis is the leading global natural and built asset
design & consultancy firm working in partnership with
our clients to deliver exceptional and sustainable
outcomes through the application of design, consultancy,
engineering, project and management services.
Arcadis differentiates through its talented and
passionate people and its unique combination of
capabilities covering the whole asset life cycle, its deep
market sector insights and its ability to integrate health
& safety and sustainability into the design and delivery
of solutions across the globe. We are 28,000 people that
generate €3 billion in revenues.
We support UN-Habitat with knowledge and expertise
to improve the quality of life in rapidly-growing cities
around the world.
For further information, please visit: www.arcadis.com
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ARM
AGAINST
COVID-19
A COVID-19 vaccine is your best defence and our
only way forward. Now’s the time to arm yourself,
your family, your friends, your work mates, your
community – someone you love.
Book your vaccination online or call 1800 020 080.

Find out when you can get vaccinated australia.gov.au
Authorised by the Australian Government, Canberra.

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS

Protecting Critical
National Infrastructure

A major industry wake-up call is needed to shield Australian
critical national infrastructure from increased cyber threat
by Chris Fisher, Director of Security Engineering, Vectra APJ
Public and private sector organisations
– from government to banking, energy,
construction and supply chain – have
become digital-centric to seek economic
savings, productivity gains and to
create customer and citizen value.
As economies move towards digital
transformation and adoption of Industry
4.0 technologies, cloud migration and
adoption are no longer a question, but
a given. The focus must expand on
understanding the risks involved after
deployment and how new cyber threats
can be mitigated for Critical National
Infrastructure (CNI).
Cyber-attacks in Australia have
increasingly grown in sophistication
and prevalence, in part due to increased
digitalisation but also wider geopolitical
changes and disruptions caused by the
ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. According
to Deloitte, critical infrastructure
operators in Asia Pacific are increasingly
being targeted by cyber espionage and
sophisticated attacks with the potential
for severe disruption to services such
as energy and water supply. The Tokyo
Olympics 2020 was beset by a data
breach that compromised personal
credentials such as usernames and
passwords to access affiliated websites
aimed at volunteers and ticket holders.
New findings in a recent Vectra PaaS
& IaaS Security Survey Report have
underlined how the cloud has changed

everything we know about security;
100% of the companies surveyed have
experienced a security incident but
continue to expand their cloud service
footprint, deploying new AWS services
weekly. The expansion of cloud services
has led to increased risk including 30%
of organisations surveyed having no
formal sign-off process before pushing to
production and 40% of respondents not
having a DevSecOps workflow.

Ransomware attacks on
critical infrastructure spike
in last 3-6 months
After an employee at Langs Building
Supplies in Queensland read an email,
the construction company was held for
ransom for $1.5 million. The attackers
threatened to expose all the victim's
correspondence, client databases,
invoices, balance sheets, and personal
information. Despite the fact that the
Langs team was able to retrieve and
save their files, the event is an example
of the security challenges facing the
construction sector.
Supply chain infrastructure is also
being impacted, a recent ransomware
attack on JBS, the world's largest meat
works company, has forced the temporary
closure of 47 sites across Australia.
More than 11,000 JBS workers across
Australia were impacted with operations
temporarily closing down.

In response to the number of highprofile ransomware incidents, the Federal
Government has launched Operation
Orcus. The cross-agency initiative is
designed to target ransomware attacks
that have direct links to sophisticated
organised crime groups, both in Australia
and globally.

Recognising the risks
and finding a solution
The speed and agility that comes with the
rapid deployment of cloud has enabled
faster delivery of applications, however,
these advantages need to be balanced
against security risks.
Vectra's PaaS & IaaS Security Survey
revealed that risk increases as more
people are granted access to a cloud
environment. Although companies
surveyed are investing heavily in security
operations, the challenges of securing the
cloud are expected to continue for the
foreseeable future due to sheer size, scale,
and continuous change.
While the vectors of all these incidents
have remained the same, the speed at which
attackers can pivot through an organisation’s
network has greatly increased. This
highlights that current prevention tools are
no longer enough to mitigate risk.
Constantly evolving critical national
infrastructure threats means a round-theclock effort and highly specialised skills to
bolster enterprise cybersecurity.
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Securing the cloud with confidence
is nearly impossible due to its everchanging nature. To address this,
companies need to limit the number
of attack vectors malicious actors can
take. This means creating formal sign-off
processes, creating DevSecOps workflows
and limiting the number of people that
have access to their entire infrastructure
as much as possible.
Securing CNI infrastructure with
effective incident response
CNI organisations must be ready and
able to defend against a wide range
of threats that attempt to steal from,
disrupt, damage, or deny their operations.
Attackers are increasingly targeting
Operational Technology and Industrial
Control Systems in ransomware attacks.
To better improve CNI cyber defences,
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I’d like to share top three best practice
tips:
1. Reduce the risk of cloud services being
exploited using an AI-driven threat
detection and response solution.
2. Monitor access of the deployment and
the configuration of it.
3. Review and remove admin-level roles
that are no longer used and/or needed.
We can expect to see threats to CNI over
the next few years across several scenarios.
Each CNI site or situation is unique, and
visibility and agility are the building
blocks of effective incident response. CNI
security teams must adopt an assumedcompromised mindset and focus on early
automated detections with context to
make fast and informed decisions
For further information, please visit:
https://www.vectra.ai
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